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This research project investigated the relationship between recreational use impacts and hiking 

experiences in natural areas. The effects of mil erosion, extension and widening, muddiness, Cree 

and plant damage, fire rings and litter were related to four dimensions of recreational experiences 

- solitude, remoteness, naturalness, and artifactualism. It was concluded chat recreational use 

impacts had a negative effect on hiking experiences in natural areas. Litter, tree and plant 

damage, and fire rings had the most significant effect on the hiking experience indicators, 

followed by tmil extension and widening and trail erosion. Muddiness had a minimal effect on 

the experience. Of the hiking experience indicators, artifactualism was the most greatly affected. 

followed by remoteness, naturainess, and solitude. Management techniques to reduce the 

occurrence of liner, tree and plant damage, fire rings, trail extension and widening and trail 

erosion should be implemented to protect the quality of hiking experiences in natunt areas. 
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l ntroduction 

The past few decades have seen tremendous increases in the recreationai use of 

natunl areas. In the United States, total wilderness recreation has increased tenfold in the 

past 40 years (Cole and Landres, 1996). Many natural areas provide opportunities for outdoor 

recreation dong tnils, and the fastest growing recreationai activities are associated with tnil 

use. Respectively, birdwatching, hiking and backpacking represent the three fastest growing 

outdoor activities in the United States (Cordell et al., 1995). 

Recreation use is currently the most obvious and well-known threat to wildeness 

areas and parks (Cole and Landres, 1996). Most recreational activities can adversely affect 

the natunl environment, and the increasing popularity of outdoor recreation has inevitably 

resulted in greater and more widespread ecological impacts on natural ecosystems (Green. 

1998: Sun and Walsh, 1998; Wilson and Seney, 1994). The increasing intensity of the 

development and use of trails has resulted in vanous localized changes within natural mas. 

Trail impacts include al1 physical, ecological and aesthetic effects resulting from the 

construction and use of tnils and are considered to be one of the most prominent recreational 

use impacts in natud areas (Syrnmonds et al., 2000; Leung and Marion, 1996). The most 

common forms of trail impact include, soi1 erosion, muddiness, tmil extension and widening, 

vegetation damage. Iitter and fire rings (Marion et al., 1993: Hendee et al.. 1990; Cole, 1985). 

While some degree of impact is accepted, the integrity of naturd ecosystems should not be 

comprornised by recreational activities, and the evidence of impact should be minimal 

(Hendee et al., t 990). 

One of the most important goals of outdwr recreation management is to provide 

oppominities for quality recreation experiences (Manfredo et al., 1983). Research on 



recreationd experiences in naturai areas has predominately been focussed upon the 

rvilderness experience (Kiiskey, 1998; Patterson et al., 1998: Shafer and Harnmiu, 199%; 

Ribe, 1994; Brown and Haas, L980). The wilderness experience embodies such aspects as 

autonomy, spontaneity, solitude, freedom of actions. challenge, risk spiritual values, and 

aesthetic appreciation (Kliskey, 1998; R h ,  1994: Brown and Hm. 1980). The wilderness 

experience, as a whole, is an abstract and highIy subjective concept, and there is no single 

attribute upon which the wilderness expenence is based. However, four percepcual constructs 

of the wilderness experience have ken identified as solitude. remoteness, natudness and 

artifactualism (absence of human impact) (Kliskey and Kearsley, 1993). 

The Problem 

One of the most serious problems facing managers of recreation resources is the 

püradox of protecting natural ecosystems, while providing for their recreational use (Kuss and 

Graefe, 1985). As the demand for recmtionrl experiences in fargely unrnodified narural 

areas is growing, it has made the pressure of adhenng to this dual mandate difficult (Kliskey. 

1994: Kearsley, 1990). Although recreational experiences are affected by a variety of setting 

attributes, including socid. manageriai, and natuni factors, ecological impacts are nted 

iimong the most important (Floyd et al., 1997). Recreritiond use impacts are usually hecivily 

çoncentnted on a small percentage of the total naniml area along a few popular mils and 

destinations (Hendee et al., 1990). Due to the fact that the impacts are compounded in the 

areas most frequented by visitors, they threaten to affect the qudity of the visitor experience 

{Manning et al., 1996; Johnson and Vande Kamp, 1996; Martin et al., 1989). With the ever- 

increasing popularity of trail use, and the compounding impacts resulting from this 

prolifention, it is critical to examine the factors affecting the recreational experience of trail 

users. 



Research Purpose 

The goal of this research project was to investigate the relationship between 

recreational use impacts and hiking experiences in natural areas. The six tnil-related impacts 

identified fcr study were tnil erosion, extension and widening, muddiness, tree and plant 

damage, fire rings and litter (Marion et al., 1993: Hendee et al., 1990; Cole, 1985). The four 

dimensions of recreational experiences identified were solitude, remoteness, natunlness, and 

anifactualism (Kliskey and Kearsley, 1993). The following research objectives were 

developed to address this goal: 

To identify and sumrnarize user characteristics and patterns of tnil use; 

To determine if there was a significant relationship between the hiking expenence 

indicators (solitude, remoteness. natunlness and artifactualism) and the recreational use 

impacts (tnil erosion, muddiness, vegetation damage, litter, vail extension and widening, 

and fire rings); 

TO determine if there was a relationship between any user characteristics or patterns of 

use and the respondents* perceptions of the effect of the impacts on their hiking 

experience; 

To determine if the hiking experience indicators had a significant effect on the 

respondents' ovenll satisfaction; and, 

To determine the respondents' perceived contribution to the trail impacts. 

This study will provide empincal evidence relating to the effect of recreational use 

impacts on hiking experiences in natural areas. The results of this study will be used to 

develop a comprehensive review of research and management implications. 

Organization of the Study 

The contents of the thesis begin with a Lirerattire Review. The literature review 

provides an overview of literature relating to the recreational expecience, the recreational use 



impacts of trail use, and visitors' perceptions of the recreritional use impacts. The Methods 

Chaprer introduces the snidy area. the study sample, and the instrument used to gather data. 

The research objectives are presented in conjunction with the data andysis techniques. The 

Resrrlrs Chapter contains the cesults from the data analysis relating to the research objectives, 

and ultimately to the resemh goal. The Discimion Chprer contains a discussion of the 

results. and a critique of the study rnethods. The Conclusion Chaptercontliins a summary and 

management implications relating to the study. The purpose of the discussion and conclusion 

chapters is to add to the genenl body of outdoor recreation research. 



Literature Review 

The following chapter provides an overview of current literanire relating to 

recreational experiences, the recreational impact of trail use, and visitors' perceptions of 

recreational use impacts. Surnmary sections are contained to provide a direct link to each 

section and to the current research project. 

Recreational Experiences in Natural Areas 

Although the word natunl implies an environmental state that is unaffected or 

considerably unaffected by humans, perceptions of natunlness are not always obvious 

(Hoerr. 1993). In k t ,  Hoerr(1993) states that one's cultural background may bias one's 

perception of what is natunl. He further states that, "although there is a sound philosophical 

bais  to viewing everything as natural, common usage applies 'natural' to those areas 

substantially unaffected by humans and 'unnatunl' to those areas partially or wholly affected 

by humans" (Hoerr, 1993, p.32). Hartig (1993) similarly assumes that conceptions of 

'natural' are only relative to conceptions of 'built or 'human-made'. 

Outdoor recreation is motivated by a desire to escape the conditions present in 

everyday settings (Hartig, 1993). Research has indicated that experiences of nature can yield 

psychological and physiological benefits. Ulrich et al. (1990) examined the role of leisure 

activities and nature environments in helping people cope with various types of stresses. They 

concluded that nature based recreation is not only important for growth and development, but 

also for restontion through stress mediation, and that the stress mediation and temponry 

escape consequences have comparatively high importance to recreationists, Hull and Michael 

( 1995) examined the stress-reducing potentiai of recreating near nature and concluded that 
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leisure at park settings seem to produce the public benefit of stress reduction. Kaplan (1995) 

identified four factors that contribute to the fact that natural settings offer restontive 

experiences: 

A sense of k ing away: natural environments offer an important resource for resting 

one's directed attention. 

A sense of fascination: nature contains many fascinating objects that people find 

engaging. 

A xnse of extent: even a relatively small area can provide a sense of conceptuai extent 

and spaciousness. 

A sense of compatibility: functioning in a natural sening seems to require little effort. 

Recreational experiences in natunl areas are highly cornplex. The goal of research 

exploring recreational experiences is to identify the context of the environment and the types 

of expenences that visitors are obtaining within those boundaries (Patterson et al., 1998). 

The majority of the research on nature-based recreational experiences cornes from wildemess 

research and studies on the 'wildemess experience'. 

Wilderness 

The 1964 United States Wildemess Act chancterized wildemess as, 

... areas of undeveloped FederaI land retaining its primeval chmcter and influence without 
permanent improvements or human habitation, which is protected and rnanaged so as to 
preserve its natural conditions and which (1)  generally appears to have been affected 
prirnarily by the forces of nature, with the imprint of man's work substantially unnoticeable: 
(2) has ouistanding opponunities for solitude or a primitive and unconfined type of recreation: 
(3) has at least five thousand acres of land or is of sufficient size as to make pnctical its 
preservation and use in  an unimpaired condition; and (4) rnay also contain ecological, 
geological. or other features of scientific, educational, scenic, or historicai value. (U.S. 
Public Law 88-577 Sec 2 c) 

Aras  designated under this legislation currently encompass approximately 42 million 

hectares of fedenl land in the United States (Cole and Landres, 1996). There are two 

important components inherent in the definition of wildemess: an area in an ecological state 



of biophysical primitiveness, and an m a  where erperknrial benefis can be derived h m  

direct human use (Lesslie and Taylor, 1985). 

In the decades following its inception, the concept of wilderness has ken  extended to 

rncompass a much broader definition on a global d e .  Lesslie and Taylor (1985) introduced 

the wilderness continuum, which in essence rejected the notion of a legislative wilderness and 

extended the definition to iincude subjective perceptions. Along the continuum, wilderness 

quality was assessed from high to low according to its relative remoteness and primitiveness 

(Leslie and Taylor, 1985). Wilderness was regarded as a m g e  of conditions fmm highly 

inaccessible and undisturbed wild land at one end, to nanird rernnants in seuled land on the 

other. 

Indeed, current research has recognized the fact that wildemess exists both 

abjectively and subjectively (Higham, 1998; Kliskey and KemIey, 1993; Kearsley, 1990). 

Higham { 1998) suggested that there are four levels of wildemess on an environmental 

continuum. The tirst level of wilderness was defined as areas of pristine ecolom that were 

completely absent of human disturbance. This purist concept was thought to exist only 

hypothetically for it could be argued that there were no absolutely inaccessible and 

undisturbed areas on earth (Higham, 1998; Lesslie and Taylor, 1985). The second level of 

wilderness was defined as a stated physical and mappable redity, where the imprint of 

humanity was largely unnoticeable. The third Ievel was described as Legal wilderness as 

defined in an enactment of legislation. The final level of wilderness was defined in 

percepnial tenns where, "subjective evaluations and interpretations cuntrol perceptions of 

objective environments" (Higham, 1998, p30). 

The perceptuiii meanings of wilderness are based on the fact rhat what d e s  

wilderness reaiity within the individual depends greatly upon personal cognition, emotion, 

values and experiences (Shin and laakson, 1997; Kliskey and Kearsley, 1993; Kearsley, 

1990). To m y ,  wilderness is seen simply as an unspoiied natural area, a place to experience 
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natural beauty and escape the routines of civilized world (Kliskey and Kearsley, 1993; Brown 

and Haas, 1980). It has been argued thai the perceptual definition of wilderness as it exists 

within the minds of users may seem much more relevant to management than the traditional 

legislative definitions of wilderness. 

While legislative definitions of wilderness describe high quality or pristine naturai 
environments. wilderness recreation need not be exclusive to these areas. Les remote natunl 
scttings providing varying degrees of accessibility and facility development may compliment 
the wilderness perceptions held by some, perhaps most. nonetheIess. (Higham. 1998, p. 32) 

Subjective perceptions of wilderness that appear to Vary h m  the Iegai definitions seem to 

apply to a broader population of users. in fact. there appem to be a variety of acceptable 

wilderness States based on individual perceptions (Kliskey and Kearsley, 1993). Effectively. 

this rnay imply that wilderness areas should not be confined primarily to tnditional legal 

definitions. but should encompass a nnge of perceptual qualities. 

In its simplest, and broadest terrns wilderness areas are, "lands where natural 

ecolopical processes opente free of human influence to the maximum extent possible yet 

where the provision of a primitive type of recreationai oppominity chancterized by solitude 

is offered" (Hendee et al., 1990, p. 45). This definition lends itself to both the subjective 

interpretritions of individual users, while broadly recognizing the objective characteristics 

rooted in the traditional origins of 'wilderness'. 

Wilderness Experfence 

Wilderness, by al1 definitions, has k e n  designated to provide hurnans with 

opportunities for recreation and enjoyrnent. The primary benefits of wilderness recreation are 

likely to be experiential -a wildemess experience (Botterill and Crompton, 1996; Lesslie and 

Taylor. 1985). 

The wilderness expenence is a staie of rnind or a psychological response that is 

unique to natud environments (Kliskey, 1998). Experience, in this sense, is a package of 



psychologicd outcomes that are realized h m  a recreationd engagement (Manfredo et al., 

1983). Kearsley (1990, p.128) suggests that, "a wiiderness environment does not so rnuch 

'give' a wilderness experience as act as a catalyst for the expression of what are essentially 

inherent ernotional states." The wildemess experience ernbodies aspects such as autonorny, 

spontaneity, solitude, freedom of actions, chdienge. risk, spiritual value and aesthetic 

appreciation (Kliskey, 1998; Ribe, 1994; Brown and Hm, 1980). It is influenced by an 

individual's values, emotions, social and culturaI influences, beliefs and past experiences 

(Kliskey, 1998; Hartig, 1993). 

Motivations 

Motivations to engage in a recreationd oppomnity are a function of the fact that 

expectations of performance will lead to desired experiences and outcomes (Manfredo et al., 

1983). Motivations for participating in wildemess recreation include peace and quiet. 

solitude, physical exercise, socializing, personal challenge, nsk taking, adventure, 

achievement, autonomy, genenl learning, sharing, family togethemess, recollection, 

rxperiencing nature, rest, watching others, escaping social and personal pressures, 

disengaging frorn everyday life (Ribe, 1994; Ewert, 1994; Mmfredo et al., 1983; Brown and 

Haas. 1980). Commonly the most irnponant motivation in wilderness research is associated 

with experiencing the natuml environment (i.e., nature appreciation, king one with nature), 

others of importance include solitude, escape, socializing, achievernent and autonorny 

(Walker et al., 1998; Ribe, 1994; Vuden and Knopf, 1989; Bmwn and Haas, 1980). 

Research has suggested that wilderness users may be segmented into different 

experience groups based upon their desired motivations and outcomes (Manfredo et al., 1983; 

Brown and Haas, 1980). Manfredo et ai. (1983) identified three distinct groups of users at the 

Wind River Range in Wyoming. The High-RisWAchievernent Group was distinguished by 

its high percentage of mountain climbers, higher ratings on risk taking and achievement and 



self-realization clusters and preference for rough rugged areas. The Low RiskISocial 

Interaction group scored much lower on the risk taking and meeting other people, preferring 

pristine, remote areas with linle likelihood of encountering dangerous situations. The Nom 

represented the largest portion of users who showed the least difference among motivations 

and setting attributes. Similady, Brown and Haas (L980) identified five distinct types of users 

in Rawah Wildemess, Colorado, based on their ratings of psychological outcomes of their 

recreation experience such as, escaping pressure, autonomy, achievement, and risk taking. 

Virden and Knopf (1989) separateci recreational activities based on motivational preference. 

Hikers exhibited the strongest achievement and autonorny orientation, four-wheelers were 

associated with an intense social experience. and carnpers were very escape-oriented. 

On-site Experiences 

It has recently been stated that wilderness experience research h a  been limited 

because it focuses on the beneficial consequences, determinants and post assessments of 

experience, Ming  to give regard for the richness and complexity of the experience itsetf 

(Fredrickson and Anderson, 1999; McIntyre and Roggenbuck, 1998). In addressing these 

concems, McIntyre and Roggenbuck (1998) siiited to fully understand experiences, it is 

necessary to study the immediate responses of recreationists to the changing chancter of 

leisure contexts. They studied a small group of black-water nfters in Waitomo, New Zealand 

who recorded their on-site experiences in journals at randomly selected periods. This study 

concluded that person-environment transactions are rich and complex, and result in moods 

that Vary in intensity and charmer as the quaiities of the natural setting change. For 

cxample. chailenging situations created rnildly unpleasant feelings of nervousness and 

apprehension that are exciting, and sornewhat thceütening. Low-level activity and times of 

passive contemplation induced feelings of peace, calrn, enjoyment as nature is viewed as 

benign and non-threatening. 



Frederickson and Anderson (1999) sarnpled two smail groups of userç in the 

Boundary Waters Canoe Area and the Grand Canyon to examine the qualitative aspects of the 

wildemess experience as a source of spiritual inspiration. Similady. the users recorded their 

experience on-site in journals. This study concluded that the wilderness experience had a 

profound effect on most participants, The most important factors describing their experience 

included, excitement, freedorn release, f a  or uncertainly. uninhibited, paceful, whde, 

refreshed, joyful. in tune and enraptured. The landscape characteristics contributed greatly to 

their experience, rendering each site as spirinially inspirational. quite similar to a religious 

experience. 

Typically, what ensues is an intense and pressing recognition of ont's insignificancc in ihe 
Iarger cosmos and a heightened recognition of the interrelatedness of al1 Iife-forms, ultimateiy 
leading to feelings of peace and humility. It is said that this type of experience is the 
manifestation of 'sacred power' it is a self-transcending experience which carries the mind to 
thc edge of its limited undentandhg (Frederickson and Anderson, 1999. p.37). 

Wilderness Experience Dimensions 

As a whole, the wilderness experience is an abstract and highly subjective concept 

that is largely dependent upon an individual's perception of a 'wildemess' environment, as 

weIl as what is perceived as the object of the experience (Kliskey. 1998). There is no single 

objective criterion that exists to describe the wilderness experience (Kliskey, 1995; Shafer 

and Hammitt, 1995). However, Shafer and Hammitt (1995) identified five goal descriptors or 

'experience dimensions' of the Wilderness Act as naninl, solitude, primitive, unconfined and 

rernote. They stated that the meanings that people attach to the wildemess experience are 

dependent on the perceptions of conditions retating to these descnptors. Shafer and Hammit 

( 1995) operationatized these descriptors to examine experiences in the Cohutta and 

Okefenokee WiIderness National Wilderness Preservation Systerns. They found that there 

were condition indicators and coping behaviors (i.e., presence of magernent, encounters 

with others and naturd features) that were related to the experience dimensions 



conceptuaiized for designated wilderness. The most important experience dimensions 

supporîed by this research were naturai and solitude. 

RecentIy, percepmal constructs of wilderness and the wildemess experience have 

b e n  summarized and tested empirïcaily in Wilderness Perception Mapping (WPM) research 

( KIiskey, 1998; Kliskey and Kearsely, 1993; Kliskey, 1995). WPM assumes that wildemess 

has different meanings for difierent people that is reflected in the imagery and in perceptuat 

variations of wiiderness (Kliskey and Kearsley, 1993). Therefore, WPM established a 

procedure for identifying areas that generate perceptual constructs of wilderness (Kliskey, 

1998). WPM identifies four common characteristics of wildemess perception as solitude. 

renioteness. naniralness and arri$acttralism (absence of human impact). 

Solitude 

Solitude exists within the uaditiond mandate of witderness and has remained an 

essential aspect of wildemess recreation (Higharn 1998; Hamrnit and Madden, 1988). 

SoIitude is generaily defined as an escape or complete isolation from other people (Harnmit, 

1982). However, research has suggested that wildemess usen seek a distinct type of solitude. 

Wildemess solitude is a much more complex concept than king  alone or k i n g  alone with 

others (Hammit and Madden, 1988). 

By solitude, wilderness mers may mean pnvacy in terms of withdnwing frorn social 
envimnments in which they have littie conirol over whom and to what exrent they must 
inrenct and cornmunicale. They do not seek complete wiihdnwal h m  interacting wirh 
others (compIete isolation) but nther heedom of  choice in selecting with whom. when, and to 
what extent they must interact. The solitude lhey seek is withdnwaI h m  cornpiex social 
envimnments, not complete withdrawal h m  people. (Hiunmit, 1982, p.482) 

Research on wildemess solitude has typically focused on the concept of crowding 

and acceptable numbers of visuid and social encounters with other users (Panerson and 

Hammit. 1990). However, encounters do not represent the whole solitude experience for 

many wilderness users and solinide benefits m y  be obtained under various use densities, 

depending upon the individuai expectations (Panewon and Hanunit, 1990; Hammit, 1982). 



Nurnbers of groups encountered, location of encounters and other sensitivity measures (i.e., 

the ability to obtain fteedom of choice, privacy, peacetùlness and tranquility) are needed to 

ucderstand the solitude dimensions of wildemess (Shafer and Hamrnit, I995a; Harnmit. 

1982). 

Remoteness and Naturalness 

Remoteness and naniratness appear to be quite subjective components of the 

wilderness experience. Remoteness is genenlly described as a function of proximity to 

settled land and vehicular access routes (Lesslie et ai., 1988; Lesslie and Taylor, 1985). 

However. an area may be relativeiy remote h m  senled land, but accessible due to the 

presence of a road (Lesslie and Taylor, 1985). Likewise, an m a  rnay appear naturai even 

though it has been significantly disturted by the presence ofexotic plants and animais. In 

addressing these concems, Kliskey (1994) discretely descnbed rernoteness in t e m  of road 

access, maintained tracks, motorized tnvel and remoreness. [n addition, Kliskey and 

Krarsley ( 1993) used aspects of forest and vegetation (Le., relative size and abundmce of 

çxorics) to describe the genenl perception of nmnlness. 

OvenlI, wildemess visitors seemed to be littte concemed with the degree to which 

the natural environment was considered pristine (Higharn, 1998). Although highly active 

experienced users rnay prefer a pristine wildemess, without itny signs of human impact. many 

others find wilderness values in places that have been partdeveioped (Kearsley, 1990). 

Sirnilarly, users tend to seek locations of modente rernoteness (Higharn, 1998). A limited 

amount of road and a c k  access is quite acceptable. but clear levels of what is unacceptable 

exist, such as excessive vehicular mess  (Kearsiey, 1990). 

Anifactualism 

LessIie et al. (1988) refers to artifactuaiism as aestheric naturalness or an 

environment free from the presence of permanent structures of modem Society or humirn 

impact. Indicators of artifacttialism include facility developrnents such as, logging sites, 
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toilet facilities, powerlines, iracks, maintained shelters, developed campsites, dams and mines 

! Kliskey, 1995; Higharn, 1998). Although wildemess users generally accept a certain degree 

of facility development, the rnajority of users consider facilities to be Iargely inconsistent 

with wildemess settings (Higham, 1998; Kearsley. 1990). 

OvenII, users seek wilderness experiences in rnoderately natunl settings with levels 

of facility development and social contact dependant with their personal perceptions of 

wildemess (Higham, 1998). Characteristics such as forest cover, isolation, and the absence of 

human impact are emphasized. dong with expectations of scenic beauty and the presence of 

wildlife (Kearsley, 1990). The rnost prorninent descriptors of the wildemess experience are a 

rejection of the presence of human artifacts and an escape frorn the imprisonrnent of urban 

society (Kearsley, 1990; Higham 1998). 

Summary 

The e-rperiential qualities of wildemess are unique to natunl mas, and remain of 

utmost importance to managers and users. Although desirable wildemess experiences have 

not been specifically defined, it is clear that users seek specific motivational and 

psychological outcomes while recreating in natunl areas. Recently, wilderness experience 

dimensions have been developed as percepnial constructs of wildemess and the wilderness 

experience, and it is clear that more ernpirical research is needed to substanciate the 

significance of these dimensions. It is obvious that wilderness experiences are rich and 

complex, almost abstract. Yet it is of great the importance to examine the factors that 

compose and have the potential to affect such experiences. 



The Ecological Impacts of TraB Use 

The recreational use of natural areas may cause unacceptable biophysical impacts on 

the natural environment (Manning et al., 1996). Cumntly, recreation use is the most obvious 

and well-known threat to wiiderness, parks and natural areas (Cole and Landres, 1996). 

Although recreational experiences are affected by a variety of seeing attributes, including 

social, managerid, and natural factors, recmtiunal use impacts are nted among the most 

important (Floyd et al., t997; Johnson and Vande Kamp, 1996; Herrick and McDondd. 

Many natural areas provide opportunities for outdoor recreation along trails. The 

development and use of trails has resulted in various localized changes within naturd mas. 

Tnil impacts include al1 physical, ecologicd and aesthetic effects resulting f o m  the 

construction and use of trails and are considered to be one of the most prominent recreational 

use impacts in natural areas (Symmonds et al., 2000; Leung and Marion, 1996). 

Among many forms of recreational impact, those associated with mil development and use 
are oAen a major conccm of n a t d  area managers and visitors. Such impacts impair and 
degrade the functions ihat mils serve, including 1) protecting tesources by concenming 
tmffic on a hardened tread, 2) providing recreational opportunities along aesthetically 
pleasing trail routes, and 3) Facilitating recreational use by providing a transportadon network. 
The extensive distribution of mils and their degmding condition in m y  natunl areas can 
have pewasive environmental effects through alteration of nritural drainage patterns. erosion 
and deposition of soil, introduction of exotic vegeiation. and increasing human-wildlife 
conflicis. Degnded ~ i l s  also threaten the quality ofvisitor experiences by making mveI  
difiicult or unsafe, or by diminkhing visitors' perceptions of naturalness. (Leung and Marion. 
1996, p. 130). 

The most common forms of m i l  impact include soil erosion, muddiness, trail 

extension and widening, vegetation damrige, litter and fire rings. Maion et al. (I993) 

surveyed approximately 100 National Park System managers in the United States, who were 

asked to rate the perceived severity of recreational use problems in their perspective parks. 

Of those surveyed, the following recreationd use impacts were considered to be a problern in 

d l  or most of the amas: soil erosion; wail widening, bnided or multiple treads, and creation 



of undesired trails; excessive mil muddiness; herbaceous vegetation loss or compositional 

changes and tree and shmb damagenoss; litter; and, mukiple fire rings. Cole (1985) and 

Hendee et al. (1990) suggested that the major problems associated with mils were erosion, 

muddiness, and the development of impromptu trails. Although fire rings are often 

considered to be directly associated with campsite developrnent, they are usually 

concentnted dong fonnaj tnil systems and have become a prominent and commonly 

researched mil impact (Leung and Marion. 1999; Wendee et al., 1990; Price. 1985). 

Tnil erosion refers specifically to the processes and consequences of soi1 erosion on 

the trail tread (Leung and Marion, 1996). Tnil erosion is one of the most prevalent 

recreational impacts in naturd areas (Cole. 1985). Eroded mils are unpleasant to walk on, 

making travel difficult and detncting from the outdoor recreation experience (Garland. 

1990). 

Although water is the principal agent of tnil erosion, mil treads are more 

specifically subjected to the continuing erosional forces of ninfail, running water, wind, 

freeze-thaw cycles, gravity and visitor tnffic (Leung and Marion, 1996; Wilson and Seney, 

1994). The primary factors that affect the rate of erosion are soi1 chmcteristics, topography, 

vegetation, and tnil use and intensity (Deluca et al., 1998; Leung and Marion, 1996; 

Summer, 1980; Roemer, 1975). 

Soil Characteristics 

Soil characteristics that affect the rate of erosion include soi1 texture, aggregate 

structure. shear strength. infiltration npacity, and organic and chernical content (Liddle, 

1997). In general, trails on soils with a homogeneous texture and a high silt content are most 

erodible. The roughness of the imil tread (Le., stoniness and presence of rocks) also affects 



the rate of erosion (Roerner, 1975). Trails with a high rock or gravel content have been found 

to be less susceptible to soi1 erosion, because rocks and gravel are less easily eroded by the 

forces of wind and water and bind to finer soil particles (teung and Marion, 19%). 

Roemer (1975) assessed the ecological impact of recreational use in Mount Robson 

Provincial Park, British CoIumbia and found that Podzolic soils, with a homogeneous texture 

of silt and loam, void of pebbles and large size materials were rnost susceptible to trail 

srosion. This study also found that soils developed on slopewash materials (Le., previous 

developed soil profiles that had k e n  redeposited further down slope) tend to be cornposed of 

a homogencous fine textured, single grain stnicnire, that is vecy susceptible to continual 

erosion. Summer (1980) found that tnils that occur on silty loam, organic soils under high 

water table conditions are easily incised and highIy susceptible to erosion. Symrnonds et al. 

(2000) concluded that tnil locations should be directed to areris with textures that are sandy 

and shallow. This type of design would reduce erosion because of a more durable soi1 texture 

and create less potential for large arnounls of soi1 loss than on a thicker soil. 

Topography 

The rnost important physical factor related to tnil erosion is the dope of the hail 

(Bratton et al., 1979). Steep slopes with mils that follow the shortest distance stnight down 

are very erosion prone. Research has demonstrated that dope steepness is positively 

correlated to the percent of water erosion, percentage of ruts and percentage of exposed mots 

and rocks (Liddle, 1997; Bntton et al., 1979). On steep slopes, the channeling of mn-off 

increases the rate of erosion, causing the frai1 to become progressively deeper, wider and 

mtted (Roerner, 1975; Pratt, 1976). Funhemre, deeply mtted trails channel water more 

effectively, and erosion problems become even more prevalent (Wilson and Seney, 1994). 



Vegetation 

Tnil erosion is accelerated as vegetation on the path becomes darnage and the 

percent cover is reduced (Cole and Splildie, 1998; Liddle. 1997). Above ground vegetative 

cover dissipates the energy of overland flow, thereby reducing erosion potential (Liddle, 

1997). Plant roots also inhibit erosion by binding and aggregating soil. Plant height. 

continuity of the canopy, density of the ground cover and root density are factors that affect 

the rate of erosion (Liddle, 1997). 

Erosion usually occurs after the ground has lost its vegetative cover (Pratt. 1976). 

The reduction of plant cover that occurs as a result of Wear by recreationaiists is curvilinear; 

there is usually a shear decline in cover as the most vulnenble plants are eliminated by 

trampling and then a slower removal of more resistant material until no living vegetation 

nrnains on the path (Liddle, 1997). Monensen ( 1989) studied the density of ground 

vegetation in the Knobstone Trail corridor in Indiana and found that approximately three- 

quarters of the sites assessed showed more than a 50% difference in the density of ground 

vegetation as compared to adjacent sites. 

One of the most important impacts affecting vegetative loss is soi1 compaction 

(Mortensen, 1989). Soil compaction can lead to a loss of pore space for air infiltration (a 

lirniting factor for proper root respiration) and reduce the incidence of new seedling 

development (Mortensen, 1989). Deluca et al. (1998) found that intensive recreation 

decreased infiitration rates, increase bulk density and a resulted in a subsequent removal of 

vegetative species. 

The most effective vegetative types that prevent emsion are forest, gnss cover, and 

shmb, respectively (Liddle, 1997). Branon et al. (1979) studied the impact of mil erosion in 

various wooded environments. This study concluded that emsion was most prevalent in a 

spruce-fir forest, where the presence of exposed roots was four times as cornmon and bare 



rock seven times as cornmon as in the oak-pine forest. Differences in trail condition were also 

noted among the successional stages of forest, as exposed roots were far more prevalent in 

"virgin" forests than in "mature" forest areas. The major understorey types that were most 

susceptible to damage were the herbaceous communities, as compared to the shrub/sapling 

and ericaceous types. Cole and Spildie (1998) also concluded that trampling effects were 

more pronounced on an erect forb type than in the low shmb type. 

Trail Use and lntensity 

Repeated trail use cm accelerate erosion rates (Mortensen, 1989: Lmce et al., 1989). 

Tnil tnrnpling has three initial effects: abrasion of vegetation, abrasion of surface soi1 

organic layers, and compaction of soils (Wilson and Seney, 1994). Changes in soi1 moisture 

are related to the number of tnmpling passes; depending on the soil texture and structure, 

trampling may increase or decrease soi1 moisture content (Kuss, 1983). 

Bulk density (dry weight per unit volume) is often used to measure soi1 compaction 

(Deluca et al., 1998; Liddlv, 1997). Changes in soi1 bulk density cm lead to erosion from 

trails by increasing sediment transport capability (Deluca et al., 1998). Increases in bulk 

density indicate greater sediment transport capability because of increased compaction, 

resulting in decreased infiltration, and increased runoff (Deluca et al., 1998). Heavy use sites 

are often more compact (Le., have soils with 2 high bulk density) and produce significantly 

more runoff than light or modente sites (Green, 1998). Wet soils tend to become more 

compact than dry soils: therefore, mffic applied to wet mils rnay result in increased runoff 

by increasing the potential for the channehg of water and sediment transport. Research has 

also suggested that on dry mils and tnils with light to modente use, bulk density actually 

decreases as sediment transport increases, indicaring surface soil laosening and sediment 

detachment (Deluca et al., 1998). Under these conditions sediment transport and the potential 

for erosion also increase. 



Trail users are not equivalent in the extent that they contribute to accelented erosion. 

Different trail users have the potential to cause varying erosion rates, because they exert 

different forces on the tnil tread. Horse tnffic is capable of causing sevenl times more 

erosion as the equivalent amount of t&c by hikers, Ilamas, motorcycles, off-road bicycles 

(DeIuca et al., 1998; Wilson, 1994). Presumably, this is because of these users horse tnffic 

applies the greatest force or weight pet unit area (Deluca et ai., 1998). 

Research on the frequency of passes has stated that the relationship between the 

amount of traffic and the amount of impact is curvilinear, suggesting that initial traffic is 

much more damaging than subsequent tnffic (Liddle, 1997; Deluca et al., 1998: Monensen. 

1989). Summer (1980) found that mils were 13 to 25 times more compact after one season 

of use and that trails remained compacted regardless of intensity or number of years of 

subsequent use. However, Green (1998) found that heavily used recreationd sites were 

significantly more compacted and produced significantly more runoff than light or modente 

use areas. In this study, differences in runoff and sediment production were attributed to 

significantly higher bulk densities, and significantly lower herbaceous vegetation mass in 

heavy-use areas as compared to modente and light use areas. 

Controlling Trail Erosion 

The incidence of erosion is primarily related to the location, design and maintenance 

of a trail (Cole et al., 1987). The most effective means of preventing tnil erosion is to locate 

a tnil in an area that is resistant to emsion, and where this is not entirely possible, to 

minimize the potentiai for erosion (Wilson and Seney, 1994). Trail erosion is most severe on: 

soils of homogeneous texture that lacks rocks; steep slopes and places where drainage or 

spring runoff channel directly down the trail; and, streambanks with abundant soi1 moisture 

and fine-textured soils (Wilson and Seney, 1994; Roemer, 1975). 



Muddiness 

Muddiness or "mucking" occurs when the trail surface is converted to a soft muddy 

condition as a result of continuai trampling (Pratt, 1976; Roerner, 1975). Tnmpling increases 

soi1 density and decreases the number and size of air and water filled pores (soil porosity), 

thereby altering the water retention capacity of the soi1 so that it can become more easily 

saturated chan uncompacted soils (Liddle, 1997; Pratt, 1976). Compaction reduces ovenll 

pore space and the volume of large pores in soils , increasing the retention of water by 

capillary forces (Liddle, 1997). The result is often excessive water accumulation and 

puddling on the mil surface. 

Trail surfaces becorne wetter because of compaction. an inhibition of adjacent 

drainage or an increased inflow caused by a diversion of normal drainage routes (Liddte, 

1997). The most common causes of trail muddiness are: poor drainage of the general terrain; 

heavy textured parent material and gley-type soils; local occurrence of dope seepage and. 

poor drainage of the trail itself (Le., channeling of water on the triil) due to the shape of the 

trail profile (Roemer, 1975). Muddiness is especially prevalent in areas where moist 

rnvironments with dense vegetation that shades the ground and protects against wind, thereby 

keeping local evaporation levels very low (Roemer, 1975). However, muddiness and 

puddling usually occur on any level trail section with sufficiently fine textured soils during 

wet weather conditions and in seasons when the soils are satunted with water from the spnng 

mnoff (Liddle, 1997; Hendee et ai., 1990; Roemer, 1975). Clay soils are particularly 

susceptible to puddling. The platelets in clay soils become oriented in a parallel pattern when 

trampled (Liddle, 1997). As the soil dies out a cmst of varying thickness is formed, and 

moisture consequently becomes retained on the soil surface. 



Controlling Muddiness 

Muddy stretches are uoublesome to tnil users (Hendee et. ai., 1990). In an attempt 

to avoid wdking through puddles, hikers enlarge the muddy area by walking on the edge of 

the trail or even creating new tnils (Hendee et al., 1990; Pratt, 1976). This latenl extension 

of the trail is a common management problem that often results in excessive soi1 compaction 

and removal of vegetation dong the edge of the mil (Pratt, 1976). Muddiness problems an 

usually dedt with through the relocation of tnils to dry soils, or by shielding wet soils from 

trampling through trail engineering (Hendee et al, 1990; Cole. 1985). The most common 

types of tnil engineering are log decking or elevating the trail with eanh or grave1 fiIl 

supported by logs or fiai rocks (Hendee et al., 1990). Culverts and ditches are aiso used to 

facilitate drainage (Cole, 1985). 

Trail Extension and Widening 

Tnil extension and widening is often refemd to as the development of impromptu 

trails (Hendee et ai., 1990: Cole, 1985). Cole ! 1985) suggests that there are three types of 

impromptu trails: muhiple, pmllel mils, shortcuts on switchbacks, and informal trail 

systems to popular attractions or destination areas. Multiple trails are common in areas that 

are poorly drained or have a homogeneous fine-grained soi1 textures (Hendee et al., 1990). In 

these areas, the trails are often slippery, muddy or deepening and narrowing, making travel 

difficult. Consequently, &ail users walk beside the h l ,  forming a new one. Parallef traïls 

also form in open mas, such as meadows, where mil users cm spread out (Hendee et al.. 

1990). Shortcutting on switchbacks occurs when the design of the trail encourages trail users 

io seek a shorter travel distance such as sections with obvious narrow. short switchbacks. 

Informai tnil systerns occur when a i l  users uavel off the existing trail system to seek views 

or popular destinations. 



Roerner (1975) assessed the development of parailel tnils in Mt. Robson Provincial 

Park, British Columbia, and found that it cornmonly occurred on fairly level tmils that were 

wet with muddy conditions or on steep sections with rocky conditions. Along the level 

sections, the trail had widened around the muddy areas. The trail had shifted sideways in 

both directions and new routes had been chosen on steep sections where the bedrock had been 

exposed, and footing was more difficult. Summer (1980) studied the impact of home tnffic 

on tnils in Rocky Mountain National Park, U.S., and suggested that the incision of silty, 

dusty tnils prompted horse tnils at Tuxedo Park to bnid, forming new tnils that resulted in 

150 centimeters of additional latenl distance. Lance et al. ( 1989) assessed the width of paths 

in Carin Gorm, Scotland over a five year period and discovered that half of the paths had 

increased significantly in overall width and had significantly more bare ground. They 

suggested a genenl trend of multiple tnil development beginning with the simple widening 

of ri single tnck, proceeding with erosion and the occurrence of secondary tncks, then to the 

widening and merging of these and the funher creation of others, until the path becomes a 

braided eroding web. 

Controlling Trail Extension and Widening 

The most cornmon means of managing impromptu mils is through education and design. 

The most comrnan pnctices are to: 

locate tnils away from meadows and places likely CO becorne muddy; 

encourage trail users to stay on the trail, discounge or prohibit use when soils are water 

satunted (when impact is high), and discounge the development of new trails; 

build wide switchbacks nther than short switchbacks, screen switchbacks with natunl 

material, build barriers with rock or vegetation to discourage shortcutting; and. 

develop the trail system based upon existing tnil use patterns to popular destinations 

(Hendee et al., 1990: Cole et al., 1987: Cole, 1985). 



Vegetation Damage 

Tnil development and use inevitably cause darnage to surrounding vegetation 

communities. The initial damage that occurs as a result of trail use is direct mechanical 

damage to the aerial parts of plants. As levels of use increase, impacts such as physiologicai 

changes. and changes in species composition and plant cover become evident (Price, 1985). 

Mechanical Damage 

The most obvious result of mechanical Wear is damage to above ground plant 

structures. Vertical and horizontal stem structures are subject to the effects of tnmpling, 

compression and abrasion (Liddle, 1997). Mechanical injury to foliage, stems, shoots, and 

surface roots results in impaired photosynthetic activity, water loss. and new energy demands 

for regrowth. and repair (Kuss. 1986). Cole and Spildie ( 1998) found chat vegetation height 

after treatments was significantly less on lanes that had been trampled than on control lanes. 

Kuss and Hall (199 1) found that hiking caused a significant increase in floristic dissimilarity 

between undisturkd and disturbed sites. 

Repeated contact by trail users may have significant long-term effects on the 

morphology of plants. In fact, Liddle (1997) has stated that tnil users touch far more plants 

in  passing as they actually tread on. As tnil users tend to shake and bend plants repeatedly as 

they pas  through vegetated areas, plants growing on and adjacent to paths wiil often show 

rvidence of surface abmion. Trees are delibentely cut to create tracks and tnils, or are 

damaged by vandalism, and people collecting orchids and wood for fires (Liddle, 1997). 

Mortensen (1 989) examined visitor use impacts within the Knobstone Trait Comdor and 

found that 70% of the sites had trees with broken branches, scars, or severed saplings. 



Physiological Changes 

While direct mechanical damage is more obvious than indirect physiological changes 

in plants, it is more likely that indirect damage occurs over larger areas and longer periods of 

time (Price, 1985). Trampting affects soil compaction which causes changes in bulk density, 

soi1 moisture, soi1 porosity and aeration and the availability of soil nuuients (Kuss, 1986; 

Kuss, 1983). Plants closer to the trail have reduced cacbohydrate reserves in comparison to 

those only a couple of meters away, and as a consequence, plants near the tnil are smaller 

and have lower reproductive potential (Price, 1985). Kuss and Graefe (1985) suggested that 

trampling injury to plants caused a disordered utilization of energy that is reflected by 

abnomal cellular activity, deleterious physiologicd processes and irnpaired vital hnction of 

the injured plant. They suggested that viral processes that are impaired as a result of tramping 

included root formation and absorption; .photosynthesis and assimilation; translocation of 

water, nutrients and photosynthate; respiration and transpiration; and. energy metabolism. 

Plants that have been injured by tramphg appear to have: reduced vigor, loss of 

photosynthetic surfaces; stunting; severely reduced fiower counts: lessened fruit or seed 

production; defoliation; wilting; curiing; broken stem; leaves or appendages; dieback; and, 

reduced biomass (Kuss and Graefe. 1985). 

Plant Cover and Species Composition 

Tnmpling is associated with a decrease in plant cover because vegetative growth on 

compacted soils is seriously disrupted and pIant populations are often reduced in areas worn 

by tnil users (Pratt, 1976). Research suggests that vegeation cover decreases towards the 

tnil, where the center of the trail is typicdly bare ground with a few tesistant grasses, some 

tolerant plants are found in increasing abundance towards the edge of the mi1 and beyond the 

edge of the mil the vegetative community usudly returns to its full composition of mes, 

saplings, seedlings, grasses and hehs (Price, 1985; Pratt, 1976). 



The reduction in plant cover that occurs as a result of wear by recreationalists is 

cuwilinear. There is usually a shear decline in cover as the more vulnenble plants are 

eliminated by trarnpiing and then a slower removal of more resistant material until no living 

vegetation remains on the mil (Liddle, 1997). Kuss and Ha11 (199 1) found that the greatest 

degree of damage in terms of total cover reduction, number of species, species diversity, 

percent of impacted area occupied by tree seedlings, and a shift in species composition was 

brought about by low use. This study concluded that there was a 30% reduction in plant 

cover on an experimentd p h  after two years of use. 

User groups differ in their potential to reduce plant cover. Cole and Spildie (1998) 

assessed the relative impact of hiker, horse, and Hama tnffic on vegetation and groundcover 

in Lolo National Forest, Montana. They found that user type had the most pronounced effect 

on relative cover after trampling, as relative cover was significantly Iower after horse traffic 

than after Hama or hiker traffic. 

Species diversity often decreases under trarnpling pressure. Kuss and Hall ( 1991) 

found that hiking caused a 36% reduction in species diversity on an experirnental plot over a 

two year time period. Wowever, plant species vary considerably in their susceptibility to 

long-term trampling (Price, 1985). Certain plants are able to withsmd much greater arnounts 

of trampling disturbance due to morphological, phenological, or reproductive advantages that 

enable them to tolente more use (Kuss, 1986). Physical factors of the habitat environment 

contribute to the rate of change of recreational use, thereby greatly affecting a plant 

community's response to change. Kuss (1986) stated that although genetic advantages rnay 

affect a plant's abitity to respond to mmpling stress, physical factors such as nutrient and 

moisture concentrations are also important. This snidy also suggested that plant sensitivity 

varied within locations due to differences in stand density, extent of plant cover. cornmunity 

interaction, soi1 productivity. and microclimate. 



Plant species chat are susceptible to changes brought on by trampling are usually 

replaced by more resistant members of the existing community or by aggressive invaders 

(Kuss and Gnefe, 1985; Price, 1985). Mortensen (1989) suggested that heavy compaction 

severely reduced chances of new woody seedling development and enhanced the germination 

of exotics. A species that is particularly well-adapted to trampling will most like1y corne to 

dominate [rail-side vegetation (Price, 1985). in generai graminoid species (grasses and p ~ s -  

Iike plants) are more resistant to trampling than woody plants and herbaceous species (Price, 

1985; Pratt, 1976). Cole and Spildie (1998) concluded thac tnmpling effects on vegetation 

Iieight and vegetation cover were more pronounced on the Eqiiisetuem forest type (highly 

dominated by an understorey of erect forbs) than in the Vaccinum forest type (highly 

dominated by low shmbs). Roemer (1975) assessed the affect of trampling on vegetation and 

found that in impacted areas, species composition shifted to a 'resistant' community, where 

relatively resistant species such as Pou alpina (alpine bluegtass). Solidago (golden rod), and 

Agropyon lariglttme (wheatgrass) were dominant. Common fragile species such as 

Vderiana sirchesis (valenrian), Thalictntm occidnerale (meadow me), and Pedicularis 

hrncreosa (lousewort) were replaced. This study suggested that more fragile species showed 

a tendency towards moisture and the resistant species a tendency towards drier environments. 

Likewise, Kuss (1986) concluded that community resistance is often anributed to the 

presence of relatively sparse ground cover consisting of dry, welldrained soils with the 

presence of surface rocks that do not compact easily under tnmpling pressure. Highly 

sensitive plants were attributed to habitats that supported high groundcover densities, wet 

soils, and understories dominated by woody species with brittle stems and lush forbs. 

Controlling Vegetation Damage 

The best way to control trampling impact is complete closure of mils for a recovery 

period of several years (Boucher et. ai., 199 1). The curvilinear reiationship of vegemtion 



damage and tnrnpling effects suggest that a reduction in trail use will not prevent substantial 

impacts (Liddle, 1997; Boucher et ai. 1991). Revegetation and recovery tirne differ with 

species and plant-growth chmcteristics, such as a s p i e s  ability to establish on highly 

compacted soils (Kuss and Hail, 1991). Boucher et al. (1991) rneasured the relative diversity 

of tnil side vegetation using a diversity index that ranged frorn O to 8 based on the number of 

species present (i.e., diversity decreased as the index measure decreased). They found that 

rifter a tnil had been abandoned for 32 rnonths, it showed signs of cecovery as its diversity 

index in its center averaged 2.0, compared to 3.0 in the adjacent forest and 0.44 in the trails 

still in use. Kuss and Hall (1991) stated that if systems irnpctcted by tnil use are closed, a 

sced-producing canopy of hardwood species will begin to recover and stabilize in a relatively 

short period of tirne (approximately 5 years). It should be noted that it rnriy take rnuch longer 

before the original diversity and abundance of the ground flora once again dorninate the 

region (Kuss and Hall, 199 1 ; Boucher et ai., 199 1). 

Litter and Fire Rings 

Littering is perceived to be a problem common to many parks and natunl areas 

(Marion et al., 1993). The most obvious impacts of litter are of an aesthetic nature, but of 

equal importance are the effects resulting from the decomposition or burning of garbage, 

which can release toxic or enriching mierials that may contaminate soi1 and water ihrough 

percolation and runoff (Jirn, 1989; Pratt, 1976). Garbage rnay also change the behavior of 

local wildlife populations, as it is easily attained as a source of food for anirnals such as bears, 

gulls. mice, ncoons and skunks (Liddle, 1997; lim, 1989; Pntt, 1976). Pieces of litter 

discarded by hikers dong the trail often cover plants, blocking essentid Iight resources and 

jeopardizing the plant's ability to survive (Liddle, 1997; Pratt, 1976). 

Fire rings are a common sight in m . y  natunl mas. Campsites and infonnal 

zathering sites are often common dong an area's formai t d  systern (Leung and Marion, 
b 



1999). Along the Knobstone Corridor Trail, 55% of sites analyzed showed some 

development, primarily a fire ring, and of these sites, 50% had problems with liner 

(Morentsen, 1989). 

The impacts of fire rings are both aesthetic and ecological. Common aesthetic 

repercussions of fire rings include, blackened rocks, charcoal, and damaged trees and shmbs 

(Hendee et al, 1990). From an ecological standpoint, campfires severely affect the area 

burned by sterilizing much of the soi1 layer (Hendee et al, 1990). Fires result in significant 

changes in soi1 chemistry including: a loss of nitrogen, sulfur and phosphorus; increases in 

pH and many cations; and reductions in moisture-holding capacity, intiltration rates and, 

mycorrhizal fungi populations (Hendee et al., 1990; Price, 1985). Revegetation of the area 

becomes extremely slow because of these soi1 changes (Price, 1985). Of the most severe 

ecological consequences of carnpfires is the fact that escaped campfires have resulted in the 

destruction of thousands of acres of forest and vegetation in North American parks (Hendee 

et al.. 1990). 

Firewood collection cornes from both dead and living trees, and pronounced levels of 

wood depletion and tree damage is often centered around campfires (Hendee et al., 1990; 

Roemer. 1975). In a study dong the Berg Lake Trail Area at Mount Robson Provincial Park, 

British Columbia, Roemer ( 1975) found that, near campfires, a radial distance of 40 yards 

(36.5 metets) was found to be depleted of small size wood and an average of 190 yards ( 173 

meters) was depleted of larger wood necessary to sustain a campfire. In almost ail sample 

sites, there were some mes with heavy damage and several to ail trees with light damage 

from firewood collection and the 'thoughtless use of knives and axes'. 

The collection of smaller pieces of wood is unlikely to cause adverse impacts, 

However, the elimination of large woody debris is likely to reduce soi1 productivity and may 

have a negative impact on populations of invenebrates, sml l  mammals and birds that use the 

wood as a food source or shelter (Hendee et al., 1990). Within a localized area fmwood 
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collection often occurs at an extent that exceeds the capacity for tree regenention (Price, 

1985; Roerner, 1975). Roemer (1975) found chat in many areas. wood consumption exceeded 

the rates of regeneration and concluded chat sites would not be capable of rnaintaining wood 

volumes under present levels of firewood extraction. 

Controlling Litter and Fire rings 

The most wildly advocated program to reduce the pmblem of litter in naturai areas is 

to educate users about the "pack it in - pack it out" policy (Marion et al., 1993; Roemer. 

1975). The pnctice of burying garbage should be elirninated with the aid of educational 

prograrns (Jim, 1989). Many parks and conservation areas prohibit the use of bottles and 

cans. As a final and resource intensive reson, rnany areas ernployee staff to remove litter in 

an effort to combat the problem (Marion et al., 1993). 

The emotional and aesthetic experience of campfires is widely accepted as an 

essential component to wilderness, parks and natural areas (Jirn. 1989). However, as a severe 

control rneasure, it rnay be necessary to prohibit or discourage camphres or to promote the 

use of srnall stoves (Hendee et al., 1990). Limiting the use of fires in m a s  directly adjacent 

to formal tnil systems may reduce the aesthetic consequences of fire rings. ceminly Cires 

should be prohibited in fragile or high-fire risk habitats (Marion et al., 1993; lim. 1989). The 

effects of wood collection rnay be rninimized by teaching visitors to not disturb w d y  debns 

larger than 3 inches (8 centimeters) in diameter and to only collect wood they c m  break by 

hand (Hendee et al., 1990; Roerner, 1975). Managers may also choose to supply their own 

carnpfire facilities, and wood from external sources (Marion et al.. 1993). 

Summary 

The development and use of mils has resulted in various localized changes within 

natunl areas. The most prevalent impacts that resuIt h m  mil use are erosion, rnuddiness, 



trail extension and widening, vegetation damage, litter, and fire rings. As tnil use increases, 

it is important to develop an understanding of the magnitude of these impacts and their affects 

on the unique attributes offered in naiunl areas. The potential effect of these impacts on 

recreational experiences and user preferences in natunl areas is of particular concem. 

Visitors' Perceptions of Recreational Use Impacts 

Recreational use impacts are usually heavily concentrated on a small percentage of 

areas dong a few major trails and at a few popular destinations within a natunl area, leaving 

the majority of protected areas unaffected by visitor use (Hendee et al., 1990). However, due 

to the fact that impacts are often compounded in the areas most frequented by visitors, they 

threaten to affect the quality of the user experience. Martin et al. (1989, p.263) stated that, 

".. .while these impacts may not threaten the ecological integrity of an entire area, they may 

result in serious localized resource darnage and certainly have the potential to affect the 

quality of visitor experiences." Likewise, Leung and Marion (1996, p. 130) stated that. 

"Depded tnils also threaten the quality of visitor experiences by making travel difficult or 

unsafe, or by dirninishing visitors' perceptions of nmtudness." 

Although wildemess experiences are affected by a variety of social, managerial and 

natural factors, ecological impacts are nted among the most important (Floyd et al., 1997; 

Shin and Jaakson, 1997). Roggenbuck et a!. (1993) sampled visitors in three wildemess areas 

in the United States in an effort to gain a bemr understanding of the influence that various 

factors had on the visitor experience. The impacts that had the greatest degree of influence on 

the quality of the wildemess experience were: the mount of litter; number of damaged trees 

by people: amount of noise associated with h u m  activities in the wilderness; number of 

wild animals seen; and, amount of vegetation loss and bare ground around the campsite. The 

number of campfire rings created had also been stated by users, but had a lesser degree of 



intluence on their experience. Fioyd et al. (1997) and Noe et al. (1997) assessed individual 

judgements of environmentai impacts in national parks and found that litter. ecological 

impacts (Le., erosion, vegetation darnage, dead animals), commercial development, and 

crowding and congestion received relatively low degrees of acceptability among users. 

Type and Location of Impacts 

Visitors' concems for ecological impacts differ with the type and location of impacts. 

Research has suggested that visitors rate litter as the most objectionable impact (Noe et ai., 

1997; Fioyd et al., 1997; Shafer and Hammit, 1995; Roggenbuck et al., 1993). However, 

studies have suggested that litter is somewhat more tolerable if it is found in public areas (Le., 

parking lots, picnic areas) than if it occurred in natural areas dong tnils and streams (Noe et 

al., 1997; Floyd et al., 1997). Research on other ecological impacts, such as erosion. 

muddiness. tree and plant darnage and fire rings, seems to be more complex. Knudson and 

Curry ( 1981) concluded that campers did not express much dissatisfaction when groundcover 

and tree conditions were severely deteriorated. In contrrist, Shafer and Hammit (1995) and 

Roggenbuck et al. ( 1993) stated that visitors were very concerned about the number of trees 

and other vegetation damaged by other users in natural areas. Visitors are generatly tolennt 

of erosion and bare ground on parking, picnic areas and dong roadsides, but become 

increasingly sensitive to it when it occurs in natural areas dong trials and near streambanks 

(Noe et al., 1997; Floyd et al., 1997). Symmonds et al. (2000) suggested that mountain bikers 

klt that mil  erosion in the form of gullies and exposed roots and rocks enhanced the biking 

experience, and that the only factor that detncted from the biking experience was the 

presence of mud. Research on the occurrence of fire rings suggests that visitors accept the 

occurrence of small fire rings in campsites to a moderate degree, but become less toterant as 

the size and occurrence of Tire rings increases greatly (Shelby and Shindler, 1992 

Roggenbuck et al.. 1993; Whittaker and Shelby, 1988). 



Wilderness Purhm and Environmental Concern 

Individuals experience the environment subjectively and their perceptions of impacts 

often Vary with different attitudes. Hendee et al. (1990, p. 427) suggests, "The importance of 

such impacts depends on the visiter's sense of aesthetics and sensitivity to change, and the 

magnitude of change." in order to reflect differences in visitors' attitudes, researchers have 

measured wilderness attitude dong a continuum or a 'purism scale', where purisrn reflects an 

attitudinal orientation towards an ideai (Shafer and Hammit, 1995). Wilderness purism 

assumes that the recreational experience is dependent on a specific set of conditions (Le., 

absence of human-made features, remoteness) as defined by the Wilderness Act of 1964 ( US 

Public Law 88-57, 1964) (Shafer and Hammit, 1995). It infers that strong purists represent a 

group that is satisfied with few other visitors, facilities and regulations, and non-purist users 

are satisfied in an area with more facilities, and can tolente more people and regulations 

(Shin and Jarikson, 1997: Shafer and Hammit, 1995). 

Shin and Iaakson (1997) sampled users in two Ontario Provincial Park to detennine 

how wildemess quality related to visitors' purist attitudes. This study concluded that there 

was a significant correlation between purism scores and the subjective wilderness quality of 

places visited. That is, low purism scores were correlated with low wilderness quality and 

high purism scores were correlated with high wildemess quality. Shafer and Hammit ( 1995) 

sampled users in Cohutta Wilderness in the southeastern United States and found similar 

results. They determined that users could be divided into three purism groups: strong-purist, 

semi-purists and non-purists based on the desinbility of specific wilderness characteristics. 

The respondents' concern for conditions relating to human impact, natunl features and 

processes, solitude, management confinement and primitive travel increased with their 

relative degree of purism. In general, research related to wilderness purism suggests that 

strong purists can be expected to demand the most undisturbed and pristine environmnts 



(Shin and Jarikson, 1997). This research h a  supportecl the assumption that physical, social 

and managerial setting preferences differ arnong wildemess recreationists desidng different 

types of experiences (Manfred0 et ai,, 1983). 

Attitudes reIating to environmental concem have also been suggested CO affect 

visitors' perceptions of environmental impacts in natural areas. Fïoyd et al. (1997) exarnined 

rvhaher individuaIs with greater envimnrnend concern would be less accepting of park 

impacts, than individu& with lesser degrees of environmental concem. They concluded that 

h igher environmenta1 concem was related to lower acceptiibility of environmental impacts 

including Iitter, commercial development, ecological impacts (Le., erosion, vegetation 

dnrnage) crowding and congestion. Noe et al. (1997) also concluded that preservation 

oriented respondents were the most sensitive 10 impacts such as litter and commercial 

development. 

One of the rnost common approaches to measuring the acceptability of environmental 

impacts in natuml areas has been "social noms". Social noms are used to characterize group 

agreement on the appropriate use conditions or levels of impact for a pmicular recreational 

experience and provide information to establish management standards (Shelby et al., 1996: 

Patterson and Hammitt, 1990; Whittaker and Shelby, 1988). Noms are reflected by plotting 

an acceptability curve that rates the mean acceptability îating against varying levels of impact 

(Floyd et al., 1997; Shelby et al., 1988). The curves describe social n o m  as avenges of 

individual evaluation (Shelby et al., 1996). The portion of the curve that occurs above the 

neutml lim identifies the range of acceptable impact. 

Whittaker and Shelby (1988) concluded that social n o m  do exist in recreational 

scttings and they reflect shared personal standards arnong users. Not surprisingly. most 

impacts are accepted to a degree, but few are willing to toleme impacts beyond a certain 



level. For example, Shelby et ai. (1988) found that sml l  fire rings and areas of bareground 

were nted more acceptable than no fire ring or bareground, but k a m e  unacceptable at high 

intensities. Shelby and Shindler (1992) found similar results and suggested that fire rings and 

bare ground help identifj a campsite and that users tend to choose sites that have already 

been impacted in order to rninimize additiond impacts elsewhere. 

The range where impacts becorne unacceptable often varies between location and 

user groups. Shelby and Shindler (1992) examined the acceptability ntings of hunters, scouts, 

horse rinders, hikers, Sierra Club members and managers. This study suggested that activity 

groups such as hikers, hunters, scouts and home riders tend to promote resource use and are 

more acceptant of impacts such as bare ground and fire rings. In fact. the acceptability curve 

for hunters, home riders and scouts actuaily sloped downward for no impact to minimal 

impact and moved upward to greater acceptability as the amount of bare gound increased to 

niotlerate and severe. Their acceptability curve for fire rings aiso doped upward as the size 

of fire ring increased unti1 the leveI of impact was considered severe (70 inches), at which 

point the acceptability of fire rings was considered somewhat unacceptable. In contrast. 

managers and Seirn Club members had downsloping curves for both fire rings and bare 

ground, where acceptability decreased as the impact increased. For ftre rings and bare 

pround, managers and Siem Club members considered moderate degrees of impact to be - 
unacceptable. It was concluded that the different shapes of the impact acceptability curves 

reflected the differences in use chmcteristics, desired experiences, or conservation 

philosophy of these groups (Shelby and Shindler, 1992). 

The range of acceptability of impact varies with the location. Different n o m  or 

standards for recreational use impacts exist for each natunl area (Shelby and Shindler, 1992; 

Whittaker and Shelby, 1988). Shelby et al. (1988) examined the acceptability of fire rings and 

bareground at three different lakes within Mt. Jefferson Wildemess in Oregon. The 

acceptability ranges for b t h  impacts varied considerably between sarnple sites. This study 
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concluded that areas that received less use attracted users who were probably seeking lower 

density experiences in less disturbed environments. Consequently. users in these areas were 

less acceptant of recreational use impacts. The researchers further stated that even in the 

same genenl area of the same wiIdemess, there appear to be different noms or standards that 

define different expenences. 

Managers vs. Users 

It has been genenlly concluded that managers are more sensitive than users to the 

ecological impacts of recreational use (Shelby and Shindler, 1992; Knudson and Curry, 

198 1). Research suggests that managers are exposed to technical training and extensive 

experience in natuml environments which contributes to the fact that they are more perceptive 

than recreationalists, who may fail to notice recreational use impacts (Shelby and Shindler. 

1992). Differences between managers' and visitors' perceptions of recreational use impacts 

rnay also be attributed to the different perspectives from which cach group views the natunl 

environment. Managers usually view natunl areas from a preservation point of view, 

whereas visitors tend to prornote resource use (Shelby and Shindler. 19I2). However. Martin 

et al. (1989) studied managers' and visitors' perceptions of campsite impacts, and found chat 

visitors genemlly held more resmctive standards than managers did. These findings may 

however be attributed to the methods employed, which focussed on a user population 

consisting pnmarily of students enrolled in forestry and recreation management studies. In 

addition. siides of artistic representation of resource impacts were used to rate standards of 

acceptability, which may have jeopardized the results. 

Summary 

Ecologicai impacts inevitabty occur in natural areas as a consequence of visitor use. 

Although perceptions of impact Vary according to factors such as user group. environmental 



concem, and location, type, and intensity of impact, it is clear that impacts do have the 

potential to affect recreational experiences. Although research on the visitors' perceptions of 

ecological impacts has recently increased, there is a need to develop and further refine the 

relationships between recreational experiences and these attibutes. More imponantly, 

research on the setting/experience relationships shuuld consider the multiple relationships 

that exist between setting characteristics (Le., the presence of various ecological impacts) and 

experience characteristics (Le., solitude and natunlness) (Heywood et al., 1991). 



CHAPTER THREE 

Methodology 

This chapter provides an overview the study ma, the study sample. and the 

instrument used to gather data. In addition. the research objectives are presented in 

conjunction with the data analysis techniques. 

Study Area 

The Starkey Hill hterpretive Trail served as the study area. The trail is located 

southeast of Guelph. Ontario. one kilometer east of the village of Arkell on the south side of 

County Road #37 (Appendix A. Map 1). The trailhead is located on the nonh side of the 

propeny. adjacent to the parking lot (Appendix A. Map 2). This entrance is the only fomwlly 

rnûrked entry to the site. 

The Starkey Hill Propeny is 80 hectares, and was purchased by the Grand River 

Conservation Authority in 1972 to proteci the City of Guelph's municipal ground water 

supply (GRCA. 1998). Much of Guelph's groundwater supply cornes from the Arkell Spring 

well field. which is recharged from the Starkey Hill and surrounding properties. b 1973. the 

Guelph Hiking Tnil Club established a tnil through the Starkey property. Currently, the 

Grand River Conservation Authority and the Guelph Hiking Club jointly manage the 4- 

kilometer mil .  

The property consists of 54 hectares of forest and wetiand habitat. and 26 hectares of 

agricultunl fields and a farmhouse, which are rented to a tenant (Appendix A. Map 2) 

(GRCA, 1998). The most southerly section of the property consists of a mature maple - beech 

forest. composed predominately of Acer saccharum (Sugar maple) and Fagus grandifidia 

( Amencan beech) with an undeatorey of Carpinus carofiniam (blue beech), Cornru 



alrrrnifoiia (alternate-leaved dogwood), (Dirca palustris) leatherwood and Lindera benzoin 

(spicebush). î h e  remaining forested area predominately consists of a secondary growth 

plantation, with smalI pockets of natural vegetation. The plantation was planted in 1972 and 

is dorninated by Pinits strobirs (eastem white pine), with some Betula papyrfera (white 

birch). Although some natural revegetation has occurred, the ultimate goal of the current 

management plan is to achieve a mixed forest with between one and two thirds coniferous 

species (GRCA, 1998). 

The Starkey propeny is located over dolomitic limestone bedrock (GRCA, 1998). 

The north side of the propeny is pan of a flat, glacial outwash plain, consisting of sand and 

gnvel. The southern portion of the property is located on the Galt Paris Moraine, 

predominately consisting of stoney loam till. The Starkey Hill terrain varies from fiat 

meadows and cultivated land to a series of rugged ridges and potholes. The high point on the 

Starkey propeny is 383 meters above sea level, which represents the highest point in Puslinch 

Township (GRCA, 1998). The soiis are mainly welldrained loams (Burford and Dumfries) 

and tend be gravelly, with cobbles in the ndge cornplex. The soils, topography and 

underlying bedrock contnbute to the fact that the propeny is vital for Guelph's ground water 

S ~ P P ~ Y .  

Much of the landscape surrounding the Starkey propeny is under intensive 

agricultunl production and residential development is increasing npidly as Southern 

Ontario's population expands. As forest remnants have becorne increasingly fngmented, the 

Starkey Hill tnil represents an important area for hiking, nature appreciation, cross country 

skiing and snowshoeing. It has been suggested that the Starkey Hill Traii offers a "near 

wilderness experience" (GRCA, 1998, p.16). 



Sampling 

Visitors to the Starkey Hill Interpretive Tnil were sampled during the months of May 

and June, 2000. The survey days were stratified to ensure that the interviews were conducted 

on weekdays. weekends, days within and outside of school holiday periods, days within the 

season of peak use and days from off-peak periods (Tourism and Recreation Research Unit, 

1983). Within these periods, eight sample days were chosen using a table of Kandom 

Numbers (Babbie, 1998, p. A32). The survey was conducted on fair weather days; if a 

sample period accurred on a day of unfavorable weather. an alternate day was chosen. Due 

to the time and effort required to obtain an adequate sarnple, sampling was focussed at the 

trailhead between 1 I:00 a.m. and 3:00 p.m., when tnil use was the highest. User counts were 

used to estimate the level of use on the Starkey Hill Tnil (Appendix B). 

Hikers were contacted at the trailhead as they entered the tnil using the next-to-pass 

sampling method (Tourism and Recreation Research Unit, 1983) to reduce the bias in the 

choice of respondents. The participants were asked to voluntarily complete the 

questionnaires. The questionnaires were completed before or after their hike according to 

each respondent's preference. The questionnaires were administered on-site to a sarnple of 99 

hikers. All respondents were at least 18 yem of age. Non-response mes were based on those 

individuals who did not agree to voluntarily participate. Reasons for refusals were recorded 

as wetl as the date, time of day, and activity for non-respondents (Appendix C). The most 

cornmon reason for refusal was, "1 am in a rush." The non-response rate was 15.1%. in order 

to reduce the incidence of incomplete questionnaires, each was quickly exarnined as it was 

handed in, while the respondent was within range. The final usable sample was 82 

respondents. 



Survey Instrument 

A self-administered questionnaire was used to survey on-site visitors (Appendix D). 

The questionnaire contained three sections. The first section was designed to gather user 

chancteristics and use patterns such as activity, experience. age, education, gender, current 

residence, education, and motivation. 

The second section was designed to detennine how recreational use impacts affect 

the quality of the recreation experience. Elements of hiking experiences in narural areas 

(solitude. rernoteness, naturalness and artifactualism) - the dependent variables were related 

to 6 recreational use impacts (muddiness, erosion, litter, tree and plant damage, tnil extension 

and widening, and fire rings) - the independent variables. Each page contained 

photognphic representation of a recreational use impact (Shelby and Harris, 1985). The 

respondents were asked to rate how each impact affected the quality of the four specific 

elements of the hiking experience dong a 5 point Likert-type scale mging from 1- decreased 

grear l  to 5- increased greatly. 

The third section was designed to nlüte each characteristic of the hiking experience 

to satisfaction. The respondents were asked how each element of the hiking expenence 

affected their satisfaction aloag ü 5-point Likert-type scale ranging from I -no[ at ail to 5- 

exrremely. Respondents were also asked to rate their ovenll satisfaction of their experiences 

at the Starkey Hill Interpretive Hill dong a 5-point Liken-type scale nnging from I -  

e.vrrerneiy dissarisjied to 5-extreme[y satisfied. 

Analysis 

The first research objective was to develop a sample profile by identifying and 

summarîzing user characteristics and use patterns. The first section of the questionnaire was 

designed to collect this information from Stmkey Hi11 Trail users. Descriptive statistics wete 



calculated and frequency tables and histograms were created to gain a basic understanding of 

the data, and to provide an understanding of general trail use (Appendix E). 

The second objective was to determine if there was a relationship between 

recreational use impacts and the hiking experience indicators. The second section of the 

questionnaire was designed to collect this information from Starkey Hill Tnil users. 

Frequency tables and histograms were used to gain a genenl understanding of the data in 

section two (Appendix F). In order to address this objective more clearly, and create 

simplified histograms, the Likert-type response scaie for questions 11-14, 16-19,Sl-34.26- 

79.3 1-34. and 26-39 in the questionnaire were collapsed into three categories: 1 (decreased 

somewhat and decreased greatly), 2 (not affected) and, 3 (increased sornewhat, and increased 

grearly). Most importantly, this proces allowed for a clear depiction of which irnpact(s) 

ncgatively affected or decreased the experience indicators. To allow for funher analysis 

using McNemx's Test (Nomsis, 1998; Zar, L996) and CO identify significant relationships 

between hiking experience indicators and recreational use impacts, respectively, the 

critegories were collapsed further into 1 (decreased somewhat and decreased greatly) and 2 

(not affected, increased somewhat and increased greatly). The McNemar Test is used to test 

the significance between pairs of dichotomous variables (Norusis, 1998). In this case, it tested 

the difference between each hiking experience indicator, as it related to every other hiking 

experience indicator, and each tnil impact as it related to every other tnil impact. The 

dichotomous variables between these pairs of impacts and experience indicators were the 

above response categories of 1 (decreased) and 2(not affected or increased). A significance 

level of .O5 was used. 

The third objective was to determine if there was a relationship between any user 

characteristics or patterns of mi1 use and the respondents' perceptions of the effect of the 

impacts on their hiking experience. Two user characteristics - education and gender and one 

pattern of trail use - experience, basd on frequency of genenl trail use were identified for 
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study (Floyd et al., 1997; Shin and Jaakson, 1997; Hartig, 1993; Scheyer and Beaulieu. 

1986). in order to simpiifj the andysis, the categories for education (question 8 in the 

questionnaire) were coltapsed further into 1- secondaq school education (elementay schooi 

and secondary school), 2 - university degree (university or coltege degree) and 3 - graduate 

degree (graduate degree). The categories for experience (question 3 in the questionnaire) 

were collapsed into I-frequent (ai least daily and at Imt weekiy), Zmodente (at teast one in 

two weeks and at least rnontlily) and 3-occasional (a few tirnes per year and this is my first 

time). Pearson chi square analysis (Babbie, 1998) was used to test the significance of the 

reIationship between each user characteristic and pattern of trial use and the respondents' 

perceptions of the effect of each tmil impact on each experience indicator. A significance 

level of .O5 was used. 

Section three was designed to determine which hiking experience indicators had a 

significant cffect on the respondents' satisfaction, the founh objective. Frequency tables and 

histograms were used to gain a gened understanding of the data in section three. In order to 

understand the data more clearly, and mate simplified histograms, the Liken-type response 

scale was coltapsed into two categories: 1 (minimally to rnoderately), 2 (greatly to severely). 

McNemar's Test (Zar, 1996) was used CO allow funher analysis and to identify significant 

relationships between hiking experience indicators. It also ailowed for a cornparison of the 

relative contribution that each experience indicator had on the respondents' ovenll 

satisfaction. A significance level of -05 was used. 

The final objective was to detennine respondents' perceived conmbution to tnil 

impacts. Frequency tables and histograms were used to gain a gened understanding of the 

data. In order to understand the d m  more cIearly, and create simplifted histogams, the 

Likert-type response scale for questions 15,20,75,30,35 and 40 in the questionnaire was 

collapsed into two categories: 1 (not at ail to rninimaily), 2 (moderately to severely). 

McNemar's Test (Zar, 1996; Norusis, 1998) was used to allow further malysis and to identify 
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significant rdationships between trail impacts. It also allowed for a relative cornpuison of 

the degree that the respondents' perceived their contribution to each impact, A significance 

level of .O5 was used. 



Results 

This chapter provides acornprehensive overview of the results as they pertain to the 

research goal and each reseûrch objective. 

Sample Profile 

Respondena ranged in age from 18 to 83 yeats with a mean of slightly over 38 years. 

Most respondents were fernale (56. 1 96). This distribution is fairly unusual compared to 

sirnilar research in the field of outdoor recreation, which is clearly dominated by males (Shin 

and Jaakson, 1997; Virden and Knopf, 1989). Over 85% of the sample had completed cotlege 

or university, and approximately 44% had acquired a graduate degree. Other outdoor 

recreaiion research supports this finding, demonsmting that users who participate in 

recreationai activities in n a ~ d  areas rire genenlly very well educated (Walker et al., 1998: 

Shin and Jaakson, 1997; Watson et al., 19%; Walker and Kiecolt, 1995). 

The majority of respondents (98.8%) stated that they used the Starkey Hill Tnil to 

hike. followed by nature interpretation (22%) and birdwatching (12.2 8). Most respondents 

(57.3%) used the mil occasionally (a few times p r  year), and 26.8% of these respondents 

were first time users. Walker et al. (1998) Cound sirnilar finding with 32% of respondents 

being first-time users to the wildemess recreation areri under study. Approximately 42% used 

the tnil modentely (monthiy to biweekly) and 14.7% used it frequently (weekly to daily). 

When asked about genenl tnil use, only 17.1 56 stated that they participate in trail activities 

occasionally (a few times per year); no one stated that this was their first ail experience. 

Approximately one-third of respondents used trails modentely (rnonthly to biweekly), and 

the mjority of respondents 45.1% used mils frequentiy (weekly to daiIy). The majority of 



respondents (46.3%) were very experienced, stating that they had participated in recreational 

activities on trails for more than 10 years. 

Most respondents (84.2%) were from an urban or suburban m a ,  only 13.4 % stated 

that they were from a rural area. Appcoximately 70% of respondents were ftom the city of 

Guelph. The remainder of users was fairly evenly distributed h m  various towns and cities 

in Southwestern Ontario. Their major reported motivation to visit Starkey Hill was '" to 

enjoy nature" (95.1%). "for physical exercise" (91.5%), "to escape the pressures of everyday 

Iife (65.9%), "to socialize with friends and family" (59.8%), "for solitude and 

tranquility"(59.8%) and "for personal reflection" (53.7%). These reponed motivations are 

supponed by put motivational research on recreational users who participate in activities in 

natunl areas (Walker et al., 1998; Ribe, 1994; Virden and Knopf. 1989; Brown and HW, 

1980). The majority of the sample (65.9%) had two people in their Party, 29.28 had three to 

seven people in their Party. and only 4.9% were travelling alone. An equd distribution of 

users (48.8%) was tnvelling with friends and family. 

The Relationship Between the Recnrational Use Impacts and the Hiking 
Experience lndicators 

The second objective was to identify if there was a relationship between the 

recreational use impacts and the hiking experience indicators. Two approaches were taken to 

analyze this relationship; (a) to determine which experience indicators were rnost affected by 

the recreational use impacts (b) to determine which impacts had the greatest effect on the 

hiking experience indicators. 

Categorization of the Experience lndicators 

Two criteria were used to which experience indicators were most asfected by the 

recreational use impacts. First, histograms were used to detennine the magnitude that each 



impact, in mm, had on the four hiking experience indicators. For example, the impact 'mil 

erosion' affected the hiking experience indicators to different levels, with 'solitude' king the 

least affected, and 'artifactualism' king the most affected. Secondly, a statistical test for 

significant differences (McNemar's Test) was used to determine if the impact affected the 

hiking experience indicator differently, or if the difference was marginal and consideced the 

same from a statistical point of view. For example, trail erosion affected solitude differentIy 

than any other indicator, but affected naturalness and remoteness the same (Le., no significant 

difference between the effect of tnil erosion upon these two indicators was determineci). 

These two measures allowed: (a) the determination of the relative magnitude that 

each indicator was affected by each impact (i.e.. most affected, moderately affected or lem 

affected), and (b) the effects to be categorized. In the above example, the categories would 

be that tnil erosion: most afecred Xtifa~tudi~ItI, moderately dected nrituralness and 

remoteness, and least affected solitude. 

Tnil Extension and Widening 

The largest proportion of respondents felt that trail extension and widening decreased 

their feeling of king in an environment absent of human impact (artifactualism) (74.4%) and 

their feeling of being in a remote environment (remoteness) (69S%)(Figure 1). There was no 

significant difference between the effect of tmil extension and widening on these two 

indicators, so both could be categorized as mostaffected (Table 1, Figure 1). Significantly 

fewer respondents (57.3%) felt that trail extension and widening decreased theit feeling of 

being in a natunl environment (naturainas) and their feeling of solitude (50.0%) (figure 1. 

Table 1). There was no significant difference between the effect of trail extension and 

widening on these two indicators, so both could be categorized as moderately Hected (Table 

1, Figure 1). 



Effect on experience 
lndfwîor 

Figure 1: Freqrtency of response for the d e c t  of irail extension and widening on the hiking 
experience indicarors. 

Table 1: McNernar's test for trail extension and widening 
1 Paired Experience 1 P-Value 

P-value < .O5 indicares significance 

Tnil Erosion 

In cornparison to ai1 other experience indicatm, significantly more respondents felt 

that tnil erosion decreased their feeling of king in an environment absent of human impact 

(anifactudism) (63.4%), so it could be categorized as most affected (Figure 2, Table 2). 

Significantly fewer respondents felt that this impact decreased their feeling of king in a 

rernote environment (52.4%) and their feeling of king in a naturai environment (5 1.4%) 



(Figure 2, Table 2). However, there was no significant difference between the degree 

natunlness and remoteness were affecied, so both may be categorized as moderately afected 

(Table 2, Figure 2). hi cornparison to al1 other indicators, significantly fewer (32.9%) felt 

that their feeling of solitude was decreased, so it could be categorized as feast affected 

(Figure 2, Table 2). 

O Not Affected 
rn Increased 

Figure 2: Frequency of response forthe Mect of traii erosion on the hiking experience indicarors 

Table 2: McNemar's test d t s  for traü erosion 
[ Paired Experience 1 P-Value 1 

P-value c .O5 indicates significance 



Tree and Plant Dama~e 

The greatest portion of respondents felt that tree and plant damage decreased their 

feeling of king in an environment absent of human impact (artifactuaiism) (73.2%), their 

feeling of king in a remote environment (72.0%) and their feeling of king in a natural 

environment (70.7%) (Figure 3). There was no significant difference between the degree tree 

and plant damage affected these indicators, so al1 rnay be categorized as most qffected (Table 

3 ,  Figure 3). Significantly fewer respondents felt that tree and plant damage decreased their 

feeling of solitude (62.2%), sa it could be categorized as moderately Mecred by tree and 

plant damage, (Figure 3, Table 3). 

Not Affected 
lncreased 

Eflect on experience 
indicator 

Figure 3: Frequenq ofrespome for the Gect of rree and plant damage on the hiking experience 
iridicators 



Table 3: McNemar9s test resolts toi tree and plant demage 
( Paired Experience 1 P-Value 

Fire Rings 

Artifactualism 
Remoteness & Naturalness 
Remoteness & 
Artifactualism 

In cornparison to al1 other indicators, significantly more respondents felt that fire 

1 .COI 
1 .O00 

rings decreased their feeling of king in an environment absent of hurnan impact 

P-value c .O5 indicares signFcance 

(artifactualism) (8 1.7%), so it may be categorized as most affecred (Figure 4, Table 4). 

Significantly fewer felt that their feeling of king in a nafural environment (69.5%), their 

feeling of king in a remote environment (67. I%), and their feeling of solitude (62.2%) were 

affected by fire rings (Figure 4, Table 4). There was no significant difference between the 

degree fire rings affected these indicators, so they could be categorized as moderately 

affeçred (Figure 4, Table 4). 



Figure 4: Frequency of response for the effecr offre rings on the hiking experience indicators. 

A substantial portion of respondents felt that litter decreased and their feeling of 

being in a nahird environment (95.1%). their feeling of king in an environment absent of 

human impact (amfactualism) (93.9%). their feeling of king in a remote environment 

(93.9951, and their feeling of solitude (Figure 5). There was no significant difference betwc 

'able 4: McNemar's test results for Lire rings 
Paired Experience 
lndicators 

P-Value 



the degree litter affected any of these indicators, and each was substantidly affected, so they 

may al1 be categorized as most gected (Figure 5, Table 5). 

Figure 5: Frequency ofresponsefor the eflecr of litter on the hiking experience indicaiors. 

Tablc 5: McNemar's test results for 1i-r 
1 Paired Experience 1 P-Value 

Indicatom 
Solitude & Natudness 
Solitude & Remoteness 
Solitude & Artifactudism 
Remoteness & NaturaJness 
Remoteness & 

.375 

.688 

.688 
L.000 
1.000 

Artifrictualism 
Naturalness & 
Artifrictualism 

1.000 

P-volite < .O5 indicares sÏgn@cance 



Muddiness 

Approximately 38% of respondents felt that muddiness decreased their feeling of 

being in an environment absent of human impact (artifactualism). Although artifactualism 

was affected significantly more than any other indicator, it was not substantially affected by 

muddiness, and rnay be categorized as moderutely gected (Figure 6, Table 6). in 

cornparison to artifactualism, significantly less felt that their feeling of being in a rernote 

environment (20.7%). their feeling of king in a natural environment (17.1%) and their 

feeling of solitude (13.4%) were decreased by muddiness (Figure 6, Table 6). There was no 

significant difference between these three indicators, so al1 rnay be categorized as least 

uffected (Figure 6,  Table 6). It should be noted that the mjority of respondents felt that their 

feeling of king in an environment absent of h u m  impact (47.68). feeling of king in a 

natural environment (58.5%), feeling of k i n g  in a rernote environment (59.8%) and feeling 

of solitude (73.2%) were not aflected by muddiness. 



E k t  on sxperknce indkator 
1 

Figure 6: Frequency of response for the Gect of muddiness on rile hiking experience indicators 

Table 6: McNemar's test d i s  toi muddinss 
1 Paired Experience 1 P-Value 

Summary 

Solitude & Remoteness 
Remoteness & Natudness 

h order to s u m d z e  and simplify the above results, the experience indicators were 

.146 
58  1 

clustered into three groups according to the degree that tbey were affected by each impact. 

Solitude & Nûturalness 1 581 
P-rlalue c -05 indicates sigrr~$cance 

From Table 7. it is possible to suggest thlit dl experience indicators were most affected by 



litter. Artifactualism was rnost affected by fire rings, mail extension and widening, tree and 

plant damage and trail erosion, and moderately affected by muddiness. Solitude was 

moderately affected by ali impacts, with the exception of trail erosion and muddiness, which 

it was lest  affected by. Rernoteness was most affected by mil extension and widening and 

tree and plant damage, moderately affected by trail erosion and fire rings, and lest  affected 

by muddiness. Natunlness was rnost affected by Cree and plant damage, moderately affected 

by fire rings, trail erosion and irai1 extension and widening and least affected by muddiness. 

Table 7: Categorization of the hiking wperience indicators 

Impact 

Wideriirig 1 Remoteness ] Solitude 
Trail Erosion 1 Artifactualisrn 1 Remoteness 

De- the hiking experience indicator was affected 
Mosr Affecred 1 Moderarely Affected 1 Leusr 

Ertension and 

.. 

Artifactualism 

Tree and Plant 
Damage 

Miiddiness 

Solitude F I  
Fire Rings 

Remoteness 

- -- 

Naturalness 

Artifactualism 
Remoteness 
Naturainess 

A ffected 

Natunlness 
Solitude 

Artifactualism 

Anifactualism 

Categorization of the Impacts 

Natunlness 
Remoteness 

Litter 

To determine which impacts had the greatcst effect on the hiking experience 

indicators. two criteria were used. Fint, histogram were used to determine the magnitude 

Artifactuaiism 

that each hiking experience indicator, in turn, was affected by each impact. For exarnple the 

Solitude 

experience indicator 'solitude' was affected by the impacts to different levels, with 'litter' 

Remoteness 
Naturainess 

having the greatest effect and 'muddiness' having a minimal effect. Secondly, a statisticd test 



for significant differences (McNemar's Test) was used to determine the effect of each impact 

specific to one hiking experience indicator. was different, or the magnitude of difference was 

marginal and the impacts could be considered having the same effect, frorn a statistical point 

of view. For example, solitude was aected by Iitter differently than any other indicator, but 

plant damage, fire rings, and mil extension affected solitude the sarne (i.e., no statistical 

difference was found between these impacts). 

These two measures allowed: (a) the determination of the relative magnitude that 

each impact had on each indicator (i.e.. greatest effect, large effect, moderate effect, minimal 

effect). and (b) the effects to be categorized, In the above example, litter had the greatesr 

&cr on solitude, plant darnage, fire rings and tnil extension had a large effect, trail erosion 

had a nioderate effect and muddiness had a minimal &ect. 

Solitude 

In comparison to al1 other impacts, the respondents' feeling of solitude was decreased 

most by litter, as 90.2% of respondents felt that litter decreased their expenence, so it should 

be categorized as having the greatest efecr on solitude (Figure 7, Table 8). Significantly 

fewer felt that plant damage (62.281, fire rings (62.2%) and tnil extension (50.0%) 

negatively affected their solitude (Figure 7, Table 8). However, there was no significant 

difference between these three impacts, so they should be categorized as having a large g e c t  

on solitude (Figure 7, Table 8). In cornparison to litter, plant damage, fire rings and trail 

extension and widening, significantly fewer felt that trail erosion (32.98) negatively affected 

solitude, so it should be categorized as having a moderate gec t  on solitude (Figure 7, Table 

8). In comparison to d l  other impacts, significantly fewer felt that muddiness (13.4%) 

affected solitude, so it should be categorized as having a minimal ~ e c r  on solitude (Figure 7, 

Table 8). 



rn Decreased 
Not Aiiected 

rnlncreased 

- - - - - - - 

Figure 7 : Frequency of responrefor the gect of the recrearional use impacts on solirude 



Remoteness 

Liner decmsed the respondents' feeling of king in a remote environment 

sipificantly more than any other impact, as 93.9% felt that litter decreased their experience, 

so it should be categorized as having the greatest effect on remoteness (Figure 8, Table 9). 

Signifmntly less felt that plant damage (72.0%). trail extension (69.5%) and fire rings 

(67.1%) decreased their feeling of remoteness (Figure 8, Table 9). However, there was no 

significant difference between these three impacts, so they should be categorized as having a 

large effect on remoteness (Figure 8, Table 9). In comparison to plant damûge and tnil 

extension and widening, tnil erosion contnbuted significantly l e s  (52.4%) to a decrease in 

the respondents feeling of remoteness, so it should be categorized as having a moderate effect 

(Figure 8 ,  Table 9). Muddiness contributed significantly less (20.7%) than al1 other impacts 

to a decrease in the respondents feeling of remoteness, so it should be categorized as having a 

niinimal effect (Figure 8, Table, 9). 

Figure 8: Frequency of response for the Mect of the recreational use impacts on remoteness 



Table 9 : McNemar's tesî resulîs for remotewss 

Tnil Extension & Plant Damage .808 
P-wlue c .O5 indicares significance 

Natunlness 

Litter decreased the respondents' feeling of king in a natunl environment 

significantly more than any other impact, as 95.1% felt that litter decreased their experience, 

so it should be caregorized as having the grearest effect on naturainess (Figure 9, Table 10). 

In comparison to liner, sigificantly less felt that plant d m g e  (70.7%) and fire rings 

(69.5%) decreased their feeling of king in a nanrral environment (Figure 9, Table 10). 

There was no significant difference between plant damage and fire rings, so they should be 

categorized as having a large effect on remoteness (Figure 9. Table 10). In comparison to 

litter, plant damage and €ire rings, significantly fewer felt that trail extension and widening 

(57.3%) and tn i l  erosion (5 1-28) decreased their experience (Figure 9, Table 10). There was 

no significant difference between trail erosion and trail extension and widening, so both 

should be categonzed as having a moderate @ect on naturalness (Figure 9, Table 10). 

Muddiness decreased their feeling of king in a naturd envil-onment (17.1%) significantly 

less than dl other impacts, so it should be categorized as having a minimal gect  on 

remoteness (Figure 9, Table 10). 



J 
Figure 9 : Frequency of response for the effect of the recrearional use impacts on naturalness 

Table 10: McNemar's test results for naturaines 
1 

Tnil Erosion & Trail ~x6nsion 
Fire Rings & Plant Damage 

.289 

.695 
P-valrie < .O5 indicares significance 



Anifactualism 

Litter decreased the respondents' feeling of king in an environment absent of human 

impact (artifactualism) significantly more than any other impact, as 93.9% felt that Iitter 

decreased artifactualism, so it shoutd be categonzed as having the greatest gect  (Figure 10, 

Table 1 1). Significantly fewer felt that fire rings (8 1.7%). tnil extension and widening 

(74.4%) and plant damage (73.2%) decreased artifacniaiism (Figure 10. Table 1 1). There was 

no significant difference between these th= impacts, so the) should be categorized as 

having a large efecr on solitude (Figure [O, Table I 1). In cornparison to fire rings, plant 

damage and tnil extension and widening, significantly fewer respondents felt that trail 

erosion (5 1.2%) decreased artifactualism, so it should be categorized as having a moderate 

effect on solitude (Figure 10, Table 1 1). Muddiness decreased their feeling of being in a 

natural environment (37.8%) significantly l e s  than al1 other impacts, so it should be 

categonzed as having a minimal gecr on solitude (Figure IO, Table 1 1). 



Decreased 
0 Not Aiïected 

lncreased 

Figure 10: frequency of response for the effect of the recreationai lise impacts on arrifactualism 

Table 11: McNernar's test results for artifactualism 

1 Tnil Extension & Plant Damage 1 .891 1 ~. . 

P-value < .O5 indicates signijïcance 

To simplify these results, the recreationai use impacts were clustered into four 

categories according to the degree that they affected each experience indicator (Table 12). 

From Table 12 it is possible to suggest that litter had the greatest effect on d l  experience 

63 



indicators. Plant damage, fire rings, had a large effect on d l  of the experience indicators. 

Tnil extension also had a large effect on al1 of the experience indicators, with the exception 

of naturalness. which was moderately affecteci by mil extension and widening. Tnil emsion 

had a moderate effect on al1 experience indicators, and muddiness had a minimal effect on JI 

expenence indicators. 

Table 12: Categorization of tbe recreational use impacts 

Muddiness Ï 
Experience 
Indicator 

Solitude 

Remoreness 

Nariirainess Muddiness + 

Degree of effect of the recreational use impacts 
A 

Greatest Effect 1 Large 1 Moderate Effect 1 Minimal Effecr 

Litter 

Litter 

Litter 

The Relationship Between User Characteristics and Patterns of Use and the 
Respondents' Perceptions of the Impacts 

Anifocttialisrn 

The third objective was to determine if there was a relationship between any user 

Efect 
Plant Darnage 
Fire Rings 
Tnil Extension 
Plant Damge 
Tnil Extension 
Fire Rings 
Plant Damage 

chatacteristics or patterns of use and the respondents' perceptions of the effect of the impacts 

Tnil Erosion 

Tnil Erosion 

Trail Extension 

Litter 

on the hiking experience indicators. Chi square was used to test the significance of the 

relationship between each user characteristic and pattern of wail use and the respondents' 

Fire Rings 
Fire Rings 
Tnil Extension 
Plant Damage 

perceptions of the effect of each waii impact on each experience indicator (Babbie, 1998). 

Two characteristics - education and gender and one pattern of use - e-rperience 

Tnil Erosion 
Trail Erosion 

based onjkquency of general trail use were identified for study. Education, gender, and 

Muddiness 

experience are conunonly related to perceptions of environmental impacts (Shin and larikson, 

1997; Roggenbuck et aI., 1993; Hartig, 1993). Watson et al. (199 1) suggested that although 



there are rnany indicators of eqerience, such as specialization and frequency of use specific 

to a location, frequency of general use often represents an adequate variable. 

Table 13: Results of the Chi square andysis between edueetion, gender, experknce and the 

From Table 13 it may be concluded that gender, experîence and education had little 

effect on the iespondents' perceptions of the impacts on the experience indicators. However. 

there are a few notable exceptions. It may be concluded that education had an impact on the 

respandents perception of the effect of trail extension and widening on artifactualism. 

Education also had an impact on the respondents' perceptions of the effect tree and plant 

damage on solitude, and their perception of Iitter on remoteness. 



Table 14 : Cross-tabulation for the frequency of nspanse for education level and the effect of 

1 Not Affected & 1 6 (50) 1 4 (12) 1 8 (33) 1 18 1 

trail extension and widening on artifachralism 
Effect on 
Artifactualism 
Decreased 

Table 15 : Cross-tabulation for the frequency of rcspome for education level and the effect of 

Increased 
, Total 

Education Level(%) 
Secondary 1 University 1 Graduate 
6 150) 1 28 (881 1 27 (7n 

Table 16 : Cross-tabulation for the frequenq of response for education level and the effect of 

Total 
6 1 

12 (100) 

tree and plant damage on solitude 
Effect on 
Solitude 
Decreased 
Not Affected & 
Increased 
Total 

32( 100) 

litter on remoteness 

From tables 14, 15 and 16 it is not possible to suggest a clear relationship between 

Increased 
Total 

education and the respondents' perceptions of the impacts on the experience indicators. Table 

3 3  100) 

Total 
5 1 
28 

79 

Education Level 

Total 
77 
4 

Effect on 
Remoteness 
Decreased 
Not Affected & 

14 suggests that in comparison to respondents with a secondary school education, a greater 

79 

12(100) 

percentage of respondents with an undergraduate and gnduate degree felt that trail extension 

Graduate 
17 (49) 
18 (51) 

3 3  100) 

Secondary 1 University 

Eduration Level 

and widening decreased theu feeling of king in an king in an environment absent of h u m  

9 (75) 
3 (25) 

12(100) 

Secondary 
12 (100) 
O 

33(1ûû) 

impact (artifactualism). However, in cornparison to respondents with an undergraduate 

25 (78) 
7 (22) 

32(1ûû) 

degree, fewer with a graduate degree felt that trail extension and widening decreased their 

University 
29 (88) 
4 (12) 

36( 100) 

feeling of being in an environment absent of human impact. Thecefore, the only clear 

Gnduate 
36 (100) 
O 

8 1 

relationship is chat in cornparison to respondents with a secondary school education, 

respondents with a university degree or graduate degree were more likely to feel that their 



feeling of k ing  in an environment absent of human impact was decreased by tnil extension 

and widening. 

From Table 15 it is possible CO suggesr that a greater percentage of respondents with 

an undergraduate degree or secondary school education feit that tree and plant darnage 

decreased their feeling of solitude in cornparison to those with a graduate degree. There was 

very little difference in the ffequency of response between those with a secondary school 

education and undergraduate education. Therefore. in compûnson to those with a secondary 

school education or an undergraduate degree, those with a graduate degree were less likely to 

feel that their feeling of solitude was decreased by tree darnage. This relationship directly 

contradicts the above finding based upon educaiion and the respondents' perception of tnil 

extension and widening on artifactualism. 

From Table 16 it is possible to suggest that a greater percentage of respondents with a 

secondary education and a graduate education felt that litter affected their feeling of k i n g  in 

a remote environment (rtmoteness) in cornparison to those with an undergraduate degree. 

There was no difference between those with a secondary school education and graduate 

degree. Therefore, respondents with an undergraduate degree were less likely to state that 

litter decreased their feeling of k ing in rt remote environment, in cornparison to those with a 

secondary school education or a graduate degree. 

Table 17: Cross-tabulation for the frequency of response for gender and the effect of muddiness 
on artifoctualism 

From Table 17 it is possible to suggest that a greater percentage of males felt that 

muddiness decreased their feeling of k ing  in an environment absent of human impact 

(artifactualism). This relationship is quice clear for this impact, as appmximately one quartet 

67 

Effect on 
Artifactualism 
Decreased 
Not Affected & 
Increased 
Total 

Cender (%) 

35(100) 

Total 
3 1 
49 

Male 1 Femaie 

4 3  t OO) 

18 (51) 
17 (49) 

80 

13 (28) 
32 (72) 



more males than females felt that it decreased their expenence. Thenfore. the relationship 

that may defined is that males were more likely to staie that muddiness dec~ased their 

feeling of king in an environment absent of human impact (artifactualism), in c o m p ~ s o n  to 

fernales. 

Table 18: Cross-tabdation for the frequency of rroponse for uperience and the Lncet of tree and 
plant damage on sotitude 

Table 19: Cross-tabulation for the frequency of response for experience and the effect of tree and 

Effect on 
Solitude 
Decreased 
Not Affected & 
Increased 
Total 

I I 1 f 

Total ( 36 (100) 1 29( 100) 1 13(100) 1 78 1 

36( 100) 

plant damage on remoteness 

Table 20 : Cross-tabulation for the frequency of respanse for experience and îhe effect of tree 

Total 
51 
27 

Experience (%) 

Effect on 
Remoteness 
Decreased 
Not Affected Br 
Increased 

Frequent 
28 (78) 
8 (22) 

29( 100) 

[ Total 
1 I 1 1 

1 36 ( 1 0 )  1 29 (100) [ 13 (100) 1 78 1 

and plant damage on naturalness 

Moderate 
18 (62) 
1 1 (38) 

13(100) 

Tord 
59 
19 

Experience ( % ) 

Effect on 
Naturalnoss 
Decreased 
Not Affected & 
Increased 

Occasional 
5 (38) 
8 (62) 

78 

Frequent 
28 (78) 
8 (22) 

Table 21: Cm-tabulation for the frequency of mponse for exprieme and the effect of tree and 
plant damage on artifactualism 

Tables 18 and 20 suggest that in cornparison to occasional and moderate mil usen, a 

Effect on 
Artifactualism 
Decreased 
Not Affected & 
Increased 
Total 

greater percentage of frequent users felt that tree and plant damage decreased the5 feeling of 

Modemte 
25 (86) 
4 (14) 

Total 
58 
20 

Experience 

Occasional 
6 (46) 
7 (54) 

Frequent 
30 (83) 
6 ( 17) 

36 (LOO) 

Total 
Experience 

Modente 
22 (76) 
7 (24) 

Fcequent 

29 (100) 

Occasional 
6 (46) 
7 (54) 

28 (78) 
8 (22) 

13 (100) 

Moderate Occasional 
25 (86) 
4 (14) 

6 (46) 1 59 
7 (54) 1 19 



being solitude and their feeling of being in a natural environment. Tables 19 and 2 1 suggest 

that in comparison to frequent and occasional users, a greater percentage of moderate users 

felt that tree and plant damage decreased their feeling of king in a remote environment and 

their feeling of being in an environment absent of human impact. Howevec, it is important to 

note that there was very little difference in the fkquency of response between moderate and 

frequent users. Therefore, it is possible to suggest that in comparison to moderate and 

occasional users, frequent users were more likely to feel that their feeling of solitude, their 

feeling of king in a remote environment, their feeling of being in an environment absent of 

human impact (artifactualism), and their feeling of king in a natuni environment w u  

decreased by tree and damage. 

Respondents' Perceived Contribution ta T M  Impacts 

The majority of respondents felt that they contributed minimally or not at al1 to litter 

(90.2%). and fire rings (86.6%) (Figure 11). In comparison to litter, significantly fewer felt 

that they contributed n5nimlly or not at al1 CO plmt drimge (75.6%) (Figure 1 1, Table 22). 

In comparison to plant damage, fire rings and Iitter, significantly more felt that they 

contributed modentely to severely to muddiness (40.2%). tnil extension (42.2%). and t n i l  

erosion (47.6%) (Figure I 1, Table 22). 



1 

Perceived Contribution i 
1 I 

Figure II: Frequency of response forperceived contribution to the trail impacts 

Table 22: McNemr9s test results for respondents' contributia 
impacts 

1 Paired lmmcts 1 P-Value 1 

Fire Rinm & Litter .219 
Tmil Erosion & Muddiness 227 

:reational use 

From Table 22 it is possible to conclude that there was no difference between 

Tnil Erosion & Trail Extension 
Tnil Extension & Muddiness 

respondents' perception of their contribution to litter and fire rings. Although there was a 

.48 1 
-824 

significant difference between their perceived contribution to plant damage and litter, there 

was no difference between that of plant damage and fm rings. Based on results for Figure 1 1 



and Table 22, their perceived contribution to litter, fire rings and plant damage may be 

categorized as minimal. In cornparison to litter, fire rings and plant &mage, significantly 

more respondents felt that they contributed moderately to severely to trail extension and 

widening, trail erosion and muddiness. There was no significant difference between the 

respondents perceived contribution to these three impacts, so their contribution to dl three 

could be categorized as moderate. 

The Contribution of the Expeffence lndicators Co Overaii Satisfaction 

Respondents felt that naturalness contnbuted most to their overall expenence. as 

78.0% stated that it contributed greatly to extremely (Figure 12). Significantly fewer felt that 

artifactualism (65.9%). solitude (63.4%), and remoteness (59.88) contributed greatly to 

extremely to their ovenll. (Figure 12, Table 24). 

I 
i Peralvd contrlbutbn to hiking 

1 rxpwirnor indtcrnor 1 
1 _ _  -- 1 

Figure 12: Frequency ofresponse for the contribution of the experience indicarors ru overall 
satisfaction 



Table 23: McNemar's test results for overoll satisfaction 
1 Paired Indicators 1 P-Value 

1 Solitude & Remoteness 1 
1 Solitude & Artifactualism 1 1.OOO 
P-value c .O5 indicares significance 

From Table 23 and Figure 12 it is possible to suggest chat naturaines contributed 

more than any other indicator to the respondents' overall satisfaction. Therefore, it is possible 

to categorize it as contributing exrremely to respondents overail satisfaction. In comparison 

to naturalness, artifactualism, remoteness and solitude contributed less to respondents' ovenll 

satisfaction. There was no significant difference between these indicators. Therefore, they 

may al1 be categorized as contributing grearly to the respondents' overall satisfaction. 



CHAPTER FlVE 

Discussion 

The chapter provides a discussion of the results as they pertain to the research goal 

and objectives. In addition it provides a review of the limitations of the study and directions 

for future research. 

The Relationship Between the Recreational Use lmpacts and the Hiking 
Experience indicatom 

From the results of this snidy it is possible to suggest that there is a clear relationship 

between recreational use impacts and hiking expenence indicators. Specificaily, it may be 

suggested that recreationai use impacts had a negative effect on the hiking experience 

indicators. These findings support the assumptions made by Johnson and Vande Kamp 

( 1996), Hendee et al. (1990) and Martin et al. (1989) chût recreational use impacts rnay have 

the potential to negatively affect the qudity of visitor experiences. 

The Impacts 

Litter had the greatest effect on al1 of the experience indicators, specificaily 

artifactualism, naturalness, remoteness and solitude. Past studies have suggested that visitors 

ftnd litter to be the most objectionable recreational impact within natunl areas (Floyd et al., 

1997). Shafer and Hammit (1995) stated that visitors were very concerned about the amount 

of litter found in campsites and dong &S. Roggenbuck et ai. (1993) found that the amount 

of liner was among the site impacts that had the greatest influence on the quaiity of the 

wilderness expenence. it is therefore not surprishg that liner had the most significant effect 

on the hiking experience indicators. 



Fire rings had a h g e  effect on dl of the hiking experience indicators. Past research 

has suggested chat fire rings are found to be one of the Least objectionable impacts, and even 

at high levels are not considered unacceptable by users (Shelby and Shindler, 1992; Matin et 

cl., 1989; Shelby et al., 1988). Shelby and Shindler ( I992) attributed this to fact of the 

importance of fire as a part of a more rdirional wilderness experience, and pecbaps even a 

preference for a larger fire, nther than a smaller one. The findings in this study contndict 

these past studies, and suggest thai fm rings do in fact negatively affect hiking experiences 

and should be rnanaged to protect the quality of hiking experiences in natural areas. 

However, it should be noted the past research on fire rings have predominately k e n  

focussed in backcountry areas, where the occurrence of €ire rings is often associated with the 

presence of campsites. As the Starkey Hill Trnil is a day use site, the presence of fire rings is 

not a common occurrence, and often associated with informai group gatherings. Therefore, in 

this context, they may have been perceived as more unacceptable. 

Plant damage also had a large effect on al1 of the hiking experience indicators. These 

results are supported by past resezmh that has suggested thût visitors are very concerned 

about the number of trees and other vegetation t h i ~  are damaged by other users (Shafer and 

Hammit, 1995; Roggenbuck et al., 1993). In fact, Roggenbuck et al. (1993) found that the 

number of trees damaged and the amount of vegetation loss and bare ground around a 

campsite were among the site impacts that had the greatest degree of influence on the quatity 

of the wildemess experience. However, these results contndict the research of Knudson and 

Curry ( 198 1) who concluded that campers did not express much concern when groundcover 

or tree conditions were severely deteriorated. 

Trail extension and widening had a Iarge effect on ail experience indicators with the 

exception of naturalness, which it had a moderate effect upon. Little research had been done 

on visitors' perceptions of trail extension and widening, dthough Symmonds (2000) 

examined the effecc of various impacts on the mountain biking experience and found that 
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wide mails detracted slightly from the qudiîy of the biking experience. The finding that trail 

extension and widening had a nwdzrare effect on naturalness may be attributed to the fact 

that the photographic representation of the impact that was given in the survey depicted a Iess 

traveIed tnil meandering off of a main trail. Therefore, some respondents rnay have felt that 

this fom of tnil extension and widening offered an escape into more natirrai surroundings. 

it is possible that if other forms of this impact such as deepening and narrowing of the tnil 

tread, multiple parallel tnils or excessive mil widening (Hendee et id., 1990) were depicted it 

may have had a greater effect on the experience indicators, especially natunlness. 

Tnil erosion had a moderate effece on d l  of the experience indicators. Although 

litter and tree and plant damage are considered arnong the most objectionable impacts. 

research has suggested that visitors are concerned about erosion especially when it m u r s  

dong hiking trails and stream banks (Noe et al.. 1997; Floyd et al., L997). Conversely, 

Symmonds (2000) found that erosion in the form of the pnsence of mots, rocks and gullies 

added to the rnountain biking experience. The Cindings of this study suggest that trail erosion 

did in fact affect the hiking experience indicators, although to a lesser degree than liner and 

plant damage, thereby supponing the conclusions of Noe et al. (1997) and Floyd et al. (1997). 

Muddiness had a miniml e h &  on aII of the experience indicators. Although little 

reseruch has been done on users' perceptions of muddiness in relation to hiking, Syrnmonds 

(2000) found that conditions related to irnproper or poor mil drainage detracted slightly from 

the quality of the biking experience. From the results of this snidy, a similar conclusion 

could be dnwn regarding the effect of muddiness on the hiking experience. In general, few 

hikers recognize muddiness as a mil  impact. Although muddiness occurs when a trail 

surface is converted to a soFt muddy condition as a result of continuai trampling (Pratt, L976; 

Roemer, 1975), it is often perceived as a nnturaily ~scurring impact strictly associated with 

ninfaiaII. It may therefore be concluded that because muddiness is Iargely perceived as a 



natunlly occumng phenornenon, it would have little to no effect on the hiking experience 

indicators. 

The Experience lndicators 

Artifactualisrn was rnost affected by al1 of the mil impacts, with the exception of 

rnuddiness, which it was moderately affected by, Artifactualism refers to an environment free 

frorn the presence of permanent suuctures or human impact (Kliskey. 1995). Although the 

wildemess users genenlly accept a cenain degree of facility developrnent, the rnajority of 

users consider facilities and conspicuous h u m  impacts to be largely inconsistent with a 

natunl settings (Higham, 1998; Kearsley, 1990; Hendee et al., 1990). 

Research has suggested the one of the rnost prominent descriptors of recreational 

experiences in natural areas is a rejection of the presence of hurnan artifacts (Higharn, 1998; 

K:arsley, 1990). Noe et al. (1997) found that users had Little tolerance for impact situations 

related to artifactualisrn, such as litter and commercial development. Shafer and Hammit 

( 1995) found that human impact conditions received the highest level of concem for 

recreationalists. These findings are supported by the results of this study that suggest that 

artifactualism is greatly affected by site impacts including Litter, tire rings, tree and plant 

damage. mil extension and widening, and hail erosion. 

Rernoteness was affected by the irail impacts slightly less than artifactualisrn. 

Rernoteness was rnost affected by hail extension and widening, tree and plant darnage and 

litter, modentely affected by trail erosion and fire rings, and least affected by rnuddiness. 

Little research has focussed specifically on users' perceptions of rernoteness. Kliskey (1994) 

genenlly defined remoteness in t e m  of road access, rnaintained üacks, and motorized 

tnvel. The fact that rernoteness was most affected by trait extension and widening is 

supported by this research. More specifically, tnil extension and widening would be 

expected to affect remoteness due to the proliferation of the presence trails. Shafer and 



Hammit ( 1995) assessed condition indicators related to remoteness and concluded that it 

appeared as an aspect of rneaning at a broad experience level, and items intended to measure 

remoteness seamed to be a better measure of solitude. hesuming that solitude is genenlly 

defined as an escape or complete isolation from other people (Harnmit 1982), it is quite 

possible that trail extension and widening, litter, Cree and plant damage. fire rings and trail 

erosion caused the respondents to feel a decreased sense of escape or isolation from other 

people. 

In cornparison to artifactualism and remoteness, naturalness was less affected by the 

trail impacts. Similar to these findings, Noe et al. (1997) and Floyd et al. (1997) suggested 

that the conditions related to natudness (Le., vegetation, wildlife) were rated less in  concern 

to recreationalists than those related to human impact (Le., litter, commercial development). 

In addition, Shafer and Hammit (1995) found that condition indicators related to natunl 

features and processes (i.e. items related to wildlife, plants, mature forest and natunl 

ecology) were ranked second in concern to human impact conditions. 

Although natunlness was most affected by tree and plant damage and litter, it was 

moderately affected by tnil extension and widening, trail erosion, and fire rings, and least 

affected by muddiness. This may be attributed to the fact that litter and tree and plant damage 

are often perceived as the most objectionable, conspicuous impacts by recreationalists (Floyd 

et al., 1997; Hendee et al., 1990). On the other hand, impacts directly related to t n i l  

deveIopment and fire rings may be considered more acceptable, and inconspicuous due to the 

fact that they are often viewed as a traditional component of an outdoor recreational 

experience (Shelby and Shindler, 1992; Jim, 1989). Although aspects of forest and 

vegetation are usually used to describe the general perception of naturainess (KIiskey and 

Kearsley, 1993). these results suggest that site impacts also contribute to and affect 

perceptions of natudness. 



Solitude was the least affected of al1 the experience indicators. Solitude was most 

affected by litter, modentely affected by mil extension and widening, tree and plant damage, 

and fire rings and least affected by trail erosion and muddiness. Similar to the finding of this 

study, Floyd et al. (1997) found that the condition of solitude ranked third in level of concern 

to respondents, next to naturai features and h u m  impacts. respectively. However, this study 

focussed specificaily on solitude items relating to noise from others in the area. distances 

between camps and the number of vehicles seen rtt the tcailhead. Likewise, Noe et al. (1997) 

found that crowding impacts were of least concern to the majority of users and Roggenbuck 

et al. (1993) found that site impacts were considered far more influential on the quality of the 

wilderness experience in comparison to encounters with others on the trail. 

Although solitude has genedy been defined in terrns of an escape or isolation from 

other people, and research on solitude has typically focused on the concept of crowding and 

acceptable numbers of visual and social encounters with other users, encounters do not 

represent the whole solitude experience (Pattenon and Hammit, 1990; Hammit, 1982). Other 

sensitivity measures. such as the ability to obtain freedom of choice, privacy, peacefulness 

and tranquility are needed to understand solitude dimensions (Shafer and Hammit, 1995; 

Hammit. 1982). 

From the results of this study it is possible CO suggest litter, tree and plant damage, 

fire rings and tnil extension caused the respondents to feel a decreased sense of escape or 

isolation from other people, while trail erosion and muddiness had little effect. It is possible 

to relate this finding to the fact that ber, Cree and plant damage, fire rings and tnil extension 

are more obvious and conspicuous human induced impacts in comparison to trial erosion and 

muddiness. These conspicuous impacts may affect one's sense of privacy and peacefulness 

within a naturai setting, thereby decreasing their feeling of solitude. 

Solitude exists within the traditional mandate of wilderness and has remained an 

essential aspect of outdoor recreation (Iiigham, 1998: Hammit and Madden, 1989). Shafer 
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and Hammit (1995) describe solitude as the primary descriptor of the recresition experience. 

However, research on solitude has pmdominantly been focussed on crowding and the number 

and location of encounters. The results of this study suggest that other conditions, including 

site impacts also contribute to and affect perceptions of solitude. 

Summary 

The above results suggest that artifactualism was most affected by the recreationai 

use impacts, followed by remoteness, naturalness and solitude, respectively. Liner, tree and 

plant damage and fire rings had the most significant effect on the hiking experience 

indicators. Although lesser in degree, &ail extension and widening and tn i I  erosion aiso h d  

an effect on the hiking experience indicators. In order to protect the quaiity of hiking 

experiences in naturai areas, management techniques to reduce the amount of litter, tree and 

plant damage, fire rings, hail extension and widening and traii erosion should be 

implemented. On the other hand, muddiness had a minimal effect on the hiking experience 

indicators and prevention of this impact need not be a focus of trail management. 

The Relationship Between User Characteristics and Patterns of Use and the 
Respondents' Perceptions of the Trail Impacts 

The results of this study suggested that there was liale relationship between gender, 

experience, educaiion and the respondents' perceptions of the impacts on the hiking 

experience indicators. These finding support those of Scheyer and Beaulie (1986) who stated 

that persons with varying levels of experience and cornmitment do not appear to differ 

significantly in the types of attributes they identify as important in selecting wildland 

recreation environments and Roggenbuck et al. (1993). who stated that there was no 

correlation between perceptions of wilderness quality and education, gender, and experience. 

However, there were a few interesting relationships that were identified through the analysis. 



Previous experience is Iinked to differences in subjective perceptions across 

recreationists participating in the same activity in the same environment (Schreyer and 

Beaulieu, 1986; Scheyer and Lime, 1984). Varying levels of experience imply that there are 

different amounts and organization of information available to the individual to evaluate 

recreational settings (Scheyer and Lime, 1984). Pesons with a greater level of experience 

would be expected to rate environmental impacts differently than persons with less 

experience due to the differences in the amount of interaction with the environment (Floyd et. 

al., 1997). Shafer and Hammit (1995) also stated that recreationalists with little experience or 

who are new to a recreational setting bnng different perceptions regarding what is acceptable 

in the pursuit of a recreational experience. 

The results of this study suggested that in cornparison to moderate and occasional 

users. frequenct users were more likely to feel that their feeling of solitude, their feeling of 

being in a remote environment, their feeling of king in a natunl environment, and their 

feeling of king in a an environment absent of human impact were decreased by tree and 

plant damage. Therefore, as experience increased, there was more likelihood of respondents 

perceiving tree and plant damage as having a negative effect on the exprience indicators. 

This finding supports Schreyer and Lime (1984) whu suggested that that varying levels of 

experience may lead individu& to differ in their evaluations of conditions in recreational 

environments. It is also supported by Watson and Cronn (1992) who stated that visitors with 

little or no experience will likely give less negative evaluations of envininmental conditions. 

Similar to the above results, this snidy concluded that the most experienced users reponed 

significantly more resource impact problerns than the less experienced groups. 

Past research has suggested chat there is a relationship between gender and 

environmental preference ratings (Iiartig, 1993). This study suggested that males were more 

likely than fernales to feel that muddiness decreased their feeling of king in an 

environmental absent of human impact (artifxtualism). This study conuadicts Floyd et al. 
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(1997) who stated that women tend to show greater environmend concern than men in a 

recreational context. However, it supports that of Shin and Iaakson (1997) who stated that in 

cornparison to women, men exhibit wilderness attitude levels correlated with wilderness 

quality . 

Education levels have frequently been used as a variable in environmental preference 

studies (Floyd et al., 1997; Shin and Jaakson, 1997). From this study it was not possible to 

conclude a clear relationship between education and the respondents' perception of the 

impacts on their hiking experience. It was established that in cornparison to respondents with 

a secondary school education, those with a university or graduate degree were more likely to 

feeI that their feeling of king in an environment absent of human impact was decreased by 

trail extension and widening. It was also found that those with a graduate degree were less 

likely to feel that their feeling of solitude was decreased by tree darnage, and that respondents 

with an undergraduate degree were less likely to state that litter decreased their feeling of 

being in a remote environment in cornparison to those with a secondary school education or a 

graduate degree. 

From the above results it is possible to conclude that there was little relationship 

between the user chmcteristics and patterns of tnil use examined and the respondents' 

perceptions of the effect of the tnil impacts on theirexperience. It would therefore. be 

interesting to examine other characteristics such as specidization, cornmitment, 

environmental attitude and familiarity in cornparison to their perceptions. 

Users' Perceived Contribution to Tmil Impacts 

Most respondents felt that they had not conrn3uted to or had a minimal contribution 

to litter, m e  and plant damage, and tire rings. Interestingly, these impacts were regatded as 

having the most significant effect on the hiking experience indicators. On the cononry, 

rilrnost half of the respondents stated that they conmbuted modentely to severely to mi1 



erosion, trail extension and widening and muddiness. The results clearly show that these 

impacts had a modente to minimal effect on the hiking experience indicators. Although it has 

not been demonstrated statistically, it is possible to generalize and suggest that users do not 

contribute to the impacts that would be rnost Iikely to degrade their recreational experience. 

On the other hand, they are more likely to recognize their contribution to tnil impacts that are 

ltss likely to degrade their experience. This finding would be an interesting topic for future 

research. 

The Relationship between the Hiking Experience lndicators and Overall 
Satisfaction 

Understanding recreationai satisfaction cm help managers and planners to 

understand the types of oppominities visitors are seeking, and to develop services that help 

enhance those desired experiences (Buchanan, 1983). Satisfaction and recreational experience 

are interrelated concepts. 

The term "satisfaction" has been used prirnariiy when the scales are used 10 identify the 
specific psychological outcomes which have been received after participation has iscurred. 
while the term "expericnce preference" has been used to describe the products which arc 
desired from recreation engagement. Satisfactions and experience prefercnces are inierrelated 
to the extent that the satisfying experiences which result from participation with influence ihc 
expenences desired on subsequent occasions and conversely the experiences desired will 
influence activity choice and subseqwntly the satisfactions received (Buchanan. 1983, p.43). 

Satisfaction in a recreation experience is a rnultidimensionai concept comprised of multiple 

sources of satisfaction including, psychotogical outcomes, behavior-type variables (e.g., goal 

attainment) and setting amibutes (e.g., facility development and resource impacts) (Herrick 

and McDonald, 1992). 

The results of this project indicaîed that al1 of the expenence dimensions contributed 

greatly to the respondents' overall satisfaction, although natunlness was perceived to have a 

significantly greater contribution to overall satisfaction, in cornparison to artifactualism. 

remoteness and solitude. These tlndiigs, which clearly indicate the importance of the 



experience indicators to overall satisfaction are supported by Herrick and McDonafd (1992), 

who suggested that visitors use setting attributes to evaluate their overail satisfaction. In this 

case, the results suggested that factors relating to naturalness, rernoteness, artifactualism and 

solitude contribute greatly to overall satisfaction. The importance of naturalness and solitude 

to overall satisfaction are supported by Buchanan (1983) who found that psychological 

experiences related to experiencing nature and escaping social pressures contributed 

significantly to satisfaction. Solitude has always remained an important component to 

outdoor recreation experiences and user satisfaction. keeping in mind thac solitude refers to a 

withdrawal from the pressure of social environments, nthtr than a complete withdnwal from 

people (Hendee et al., 1990; Hammit and Madden, 1989; Hammi!, 1982). The ovenll 

importance of the experience indicator naturalness to ovedl satisfaction is supported by past 

motivational research which States that one of the most important factors for participating in 

outdoor recreation is to expenence nature (Walker et al., 1998; Ribe, 1994; Virden and 

Knopf, 1989; and Brown and Haas, 1980). Approximately 95% of respondents reported this 

as their major reported motivation for hiking at the Starkey Hill Tnil. 

The importance of the experience dimensions to overall satisfaction suggests that 

visitors specifically seek experiences relating to artifactualism, natunlness, rernoteness and 

solitude, when hiking in natural areas. Therefore, it would be of utmost importance for 

managers to develop services chat help protect and enhance these experiences. 

Limitations of the Study and Considrerations for Further R8~8arch 

The Sample 

Visitor surveys have becorne a mainstay in outdoor recreation research. Surveys 

have been used to gather factuai information, to gain data on attitudes and opinions. and to 

theoretically examine the sociological relationships between mitu& and behavior (May, 



1993; Nasar and Julian, 1995). This research has been used to guide management decisions 

and enhance the quality of outdoor recreation services provided to the public. 

It is not usually practicai to collect information from al1 individuals upon every site 

visit. Therefore, it is necessary to select a subset (sarnple) of individuals to act as 

representatives of those making visits dunng a sample pend (TRRU. 1983). From the 

sample, it is possible to summûnze characteristics of the sample and dnw generai 

conclusions of the population from which the sample was initially generated (Zarr, 1996). 

Appropriate selection of the sample is essentiai to ensure that the results of the survey 

are accurate and diable (Zan; 1996; TRRU. 1983). Frequently, it is possible to calculate an 

accurate sample from a population of known size (Isaac and Michael, 1997). Unforninately, if 

no prior information is available regarding the survey population, it is rnore difficult to 

determine an appropriate sample size. The sarnple size should reffect the variability of the 

information king collected and the complexity of the analysis required; although, it often 

represents a compromise between what is desirable statistically and what is pmctical in ternis 

of resources (TRRU, 1983). 

Surveys must take place on a limited number of days during the survey pend. The 

TRRU (1983) suggests that in order to investigate variations in user characteristics the survey 

should be stntified to include weekend, weekdiiys, days within and outside of school holiday 

penods, days within the season of peak use and days from off-peak periods. They further 

estimate that a minimum of 8 survey days is required for sampling. 

in the current study, no previous use estimates were available to mdce an accunte 

assumption regarding the sample size. Using the methods outlined by TRRU (1983). it was 

possible to determine that 100 visitors represented an appropriate sampie size. A total sample 

size of 99 was attained over 8 survey days. The m e y  days were stratsed over the specified 

periods. However, due to an inordinate arnount of ninfall during the survey petid m y  

nndomly selected days that occurred during inclement tirnes were replaced by fair weather 
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days, Tt is possible that this sample size and sampling period did not adequately represent the 

entire population of hikers that visit the Starkey HiII Trail. For example, perhaps the sample 

size was not large enough, or the time pend too limited to allow for an appropriate 

representation of users. 

Properly dnwn sampies provide information appropriate for describing the 

population composing the sampling frame (Babbie, 1998). Simply stated, the results of this 

study should not be genedized for other populations which are not identical to those present 

on the Starkey Hill Trail. To increase the reliability of the rnethodology used and the 

applicability of the results obtained, this study should be repeated in other contexts. 

The Survey Instrument 

The quality of data produced tfimugh the use of suwey questionnaires depends 

directly upon their design (Babbie. 1998; Lahw, 1980). Question form stmcnires the 

respondent's decision-making, and thus directly influences the content of their response 

(Presser and Schuman, 1989). Many researchers have based the design of questionnaires on 

pre-coded category scdes, in which the respondent is required to rate their response in 

accordnnce with a m g e  provided (Bradbum and Miles, 1989). Likert-type scales are 

frequently used to categorize questionnaires. 

In relation to other survey techniques, Liert-type response questionnaires are 

relatively inexpensive and efficient to adrninister and pmcess (May, 1993; Labaw, 1980). 

The uniformity of the precoded response category continuum allows researchers to 

efficiently format the questionnaires (Babbie, 1998). The consistency and simplicity of the 

format is ideal for rnass distribution arnong a b m d  spectrum of potential respondents 

(Weisberg et. al., 1996). The data gathered may be organized, processed, and statistically 

analyzed with relative ease, allowing the reseiucher to efficiently determine and interpret 

essentinl patterns in the results (Weisberg, et. ai.. 1996; May. 1993). 



When properly presented, respondents rnay easily interpret Likert- type scales. The 

logical order of the response categories dlows questionnaires to be completed quickly (Alwin 

and Krosnick, 1989). in conmt to openended questions requiring handwritten answers. 

respondents may quickly chose their response from the list provided. The overall response 

rates of questionnaires based upon Likert-type scales tend to be relatively high because of the 

eue of interpretation and speed of completion by survey participants (Babbie. 1998; Gitelson 

et. al., 1993). 

As a direct result of the format of questionnaire statements containing Likert-type 

scale ratings, an intemal communication banier exists between the researcher and the 

respondent (liibaw, 1980). By categorizing responses the researcher rnay risk not obtaining 

the [rue view of the respondents. if not explained explicitly, the respondent may misinterpret 

the meaning of scale categones or the response categories rnay simply be too general, and 

therefore, not adequately represent the view of the respondent (Labaw, 1980). Although 

Likert-type scales are simple to present, responses rnay be chosen hastily, with Little effort, 

thereby compromising the qudity of the data (Alwin and Kroswick, 1989). 

There is question as to whether tesponse categories are constantly mutuaIly exclusive 

and exhaustive (Maurer and Peirce, 1998; Ray, 1982; Presser and Schuman, 1989). Response 

categories rnay not directly relate to the context of the question (Schwarz et. al., 1989). 

Therefore the response rnay not be a true reflection of the participants views (May, 1993). 

Many researchers argue that the middle points of Likert-type scales do not precisely represent 

a "neutni" response category; and that in actuality, the midpoint tends to lean towards a polar 

alternative (Presser and Schuman, 1989). Survey research has also suggested that 

participants tend to avoid the extreme response categones, using the rniddle point of the scale 

as a frame of reference for "normai" behavior (Bradburn and Miles, 1989; Armstong, 1987). 

Categorïzed ntings limit the ability of researchers to interpret the responses. For 

example, open-ended questions often dlow researchers to obtain an in depth understanding of 
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the reasoning behind a particular response (labaw, 1980). In fact, it is often possible to 

interpret the written dialogue and determine whether the respondent actually understood the 

meaning of the question in the first place (May, 1993). 

The questionnaire administered for this project was specifically designed with 

instructions and questions intended to be read clearly and unambiguously. The questionnaire 

was pre-tested both internally by a group of Master of Landscape Architecture students. and 

on site by visitors to the Starkey Hill Tnil. Each statement was specific and every effort to 

avoid research bias was made in the survey construction. In order to avoid confusion, €ive 

speci fic response categories were used for each statement containing a Likert-type scale. 

Labels were used dong each point as points of reference for the respondent. 

However, in considering the above precautions, it is important to recognize that some 

degree of research bias exists within each project. It is quite possible that the response 

categories did not allow each respondent to express their true views regarding the research 

statements. For example, the response categories may not have represented an adequate range 

of response for each visitor. Due to the relative speed of completion of each survey (less than 

1 O minutes on average), it is also possible that the respondents misinterpreted the question, or 

hastily completed the statements, thereby compromising the quality of the data. Although no 

open-ended questions were included, whether an open-ended format would work for an 

evaluation of the experience indicators in relation to the ecological impacts is an issue for 

further study (Shelby et al., 1988). 

Of particular importance to this study was the use of photographs as a method for 

gathering evaluative data. Photographs have been used in many studies of landscape 

perception and preference; however, perceptual distomons can occur as a result of this 

method (Shelby and Harris, 1985). When evaluating specific impacts, respondents' 

impressions of background and context features may interfere with their assessments (Shelby 

and Harris. 1985). Research suggests that site evaluations, photographs and written 
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description sirnilady portray a respondent's interpretations of impacts (Shelby and Harris. 

1985). Following the recommendations of Shelby and Harris (1985) considenble thought 

and care was given to capturing each impact appropriately. However, it is quite possible that 

the photographs deterred or enhanced the views of the respondents. For example, perhaps the 

wide-angle picture of Trnil Ertension and Widening captured in a more natural context 

swayed a neutnl response. Conversely, the close-up of Litter may have influenced a more 

negative response. 

Questionnaire Content 

The questionnaire was specifically designed to examine six trail impacts: tnil 

erosion, muddiness, trail extension and widening, tree and plant damage, fire rings and litter 

(Hendee et al.. 1990; Marion et al., 1993). Other recreational use impacts, such as bare 

ground, noise, congestion, commercial development. exotic species introduction and wildlife 

disturbance may be worth examining in relation to the recreationd experience indicatoa 

(Floyd et al., 1997; Noe et al., 1997; Shelby and Shindler. 1992). It rnay also be important to 

mess the effect of other social and managerid impacts on the recreationitl experience 

indicators. 

In some circumstances, it may have been dificult to inteqret the conditions under 

which the impacts occurred (i.e., if the impacts were a result of recreational use or a naturally 

occumng condition). For instance, the occurrence of tree and plant damage may appear to be 

a result of defoliation by insects and animals or wind damage. The dificulty in distinguishing 

between these conditions of impact may have affected the respondents' perceptions in 

relation to their experiences. 

The researcti statements did not allow the respondents to rate the effect of specific 

degrees and location of impacts. Research has suggested that visitors have varying degrees of 

acceptability in accordance with the degree of impact (Shelby and Shindler, 1992: Shelby et 

al., 1988). Studies have also suggested that visitors are more tolerable of impacts in certain 
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locations (Le., more 'developed') compared to others (Le.. more 'natural') (Fioyd et al., 

1997). It would therefore be intetesting to examine how varying degrees of impact occuning 

in various locations within a recreational environment would affect visitor experiences. 

Recreational experiences in natural areas are cornplex. As a consequence of a 

thorough literature review, it was possible to identify four indicators of recreational 

experiences: solitude, rernoteness, natunlness and artifactualism (Kliskey and Kearsley, 

1993). Although, none of these indicators have precise meanings in common usage (Kliskey. 

1994) no definition was given in the questionnaire in order to prevent the development of the 

potential research bias. Therefore, there rnay exist sorne question as to the consistency 

arnong responses based upon each individual's perception of solitude, remoteness, 

naturalness. and artifactualism. In Future studies, it may be possible to provide a Iist of 

general properties that constinite each experience indicator. 

Although the results support the importance of the experience indicators, more 

research is needed to ensure that they adequately represent visitor experiences. Patterson et 

al. ( 1998) suggested that experience is best understd as a whole nther than as the sum of 

its pans. Therefore, it may have ken advantageous to include an ovenll experience rating, 

rather than or in addition to separating it into four distinct components. 

Data Analysis 

One of the rnost important steps in analyzing the results of this study, was to simplify 

the data, by collapsing the Likert-type ciuegory scales. Although this step was imperative in 

applying a statistically significant test using McNemar's Test, it may have jeopardized the 

integrity of the results as these categories were limited in their ability to capture the 

complexity of individual responses. 

Factor analysis is a statistical method that is usrd to discover patterns arnong 

variations in values of severai different variables (Babbie, 1998). It is an efficient method of 



determining predominant patterns among a large number of variables, and clustering 

variables into distinct groups. Factor analysis is regarded as an exvemely useful cool for 

social science researchers, and many studies on users' perceptions of environmental impacts 

employ this method (Floyd et al., 1997; Noe et al., 1997; Roggenbuck et al., 1993). Although 

there is question as to whether factor analysis could have been to this study do to the uneven 

distribution of the data, it would be interesting to apply this rnethod of data analysis to sirnilar 

studies in the future. 



CHAPTER SIX 

Conclusion 

This chapter provides a project surnmary and a discussion of the management 

implications relating to this project. 

Summary 

There has beeo a trernendous increase in outdoor recreation over the p s t  few decades 

which has inevitably resulted in an increase in the occurrence of environmental impacts in 

natural areas. These impacts continue to threaten the quality of recreational experiences and 

present a critical management challenge. The goal of this research project was to investigate 

the relationship between recreationat use impacts and hiking experiences in natunl areas. 

The effect of six trail-related impacts - tnil erosion. trail extension and widening, 

muddiness, tree and plant damage, €ire rings and litter (Marion et al. 1993; Hendee et al.. 

1990; Cole, 1985) were related to four dimensions of recreational experiences - solitude, 

remoteness, naturalness, and artifactualism (Kliskey and Kearsley, 1993). 

From the results of this study it is possible to conclude that recreational use impacts 

had a negative effect on hiking experiences in natunl areas. Litter, tree and plant damage, 

and fire rings had the most çignificant effect on the hiking experience indicators. Although 

lesser in degree, trait extension and widening and mil erosion also affected the experience 

indicators. One notable exception was muddiness, which had a minimal effect on al1 of the 

experience indicators. Of the hiking experience indicators, artifactualism was the most greatly 

affected experience indicator, followed by remoteness, natunlness, and solitude, respectively. 

The majority of the respondents were fernale, very well-educated, and frequent trail 

users. The major reported motivations for visiting the Starkey Hill traiI wete to enjoy nature 

and for physicd exercise. There was little relationship between gender, experience, education 



and the respondents' perceptions of the impacts on the hiking experience indicators. 

Therefore, it may be concluded that the impacts had negative effect on respondents, 

regardless of these characteristics of their demographic background or patterns of trait use. 

The results of tliis project indicated that ail of the experience dimensions contnbuted 

greatly to the respondents' ovenll satisfaction, aithough natunlness was perceived to have a 

significantly greater contribution to overall satisfaction in cornparison to artifactualism, 

remoteness, and solitude. These findings clearly indicate the importance of the experience 

indicators to overall satisfaction and suggest that visitors specifically seek experiences 

relating to artifacmalism, naturalness, remoteness and solitude while hiking in natunl areas. 

It also provides funher support for using these perceptual constructs as operationalized 

indicators for recreational experiences in natunl areas. 

It was determined chat rnost respondents felt that they had not contributed to or had a 

minimal contribution to litter, me  and plant damage and fire rings - the impacts the had the 

most significant effect on the hiking experience indicators. On the contrary, nearly half of the 

respondents stated that they conüibuted rnoderately to trail erosion, tnil extension and 

widening and muddiness -the impacts thai had a moderate to minirnai effect on the hiking 

experience indicators. It was therefore suggested that users do not contribute to impacts that 

would be most likely to degrade their recreationai experience and more likely to recognize 

their contribution to trail impacts that would be less likely to degrade their experience. 

There is no single definition or criterion that exists to describe recreational 

experiences in naturd m a s .  Although these experiences are cornplex, it is essentiai that they 

are examined so that the quality of recreational experiences rnay be enhanced and protected. 

The wilderness experience dimensions that Kliskey and Kearsley (1993) developed as 

perceptual constructs of wildemess and the wilderness experience clearly provided 

effectively as indicators of remionai experiences in natunl areas. 



Understanding visitors' perceptions relating to recreational experiences is very 

important to enabling managers to help facilitate users in achieving quality experiences, 

Providing for quality recreationai experiences and satisfactions can only be achieved through 

a better understanding of the users. The results of this study clearly indicated that trail 

impacts negatively affect hiking experiences in natunl areas. Therefore, in order to protect 

the quality of hiking experiences in naturai areas, management techniques to reduce the 

amount of litter, tree and plant damage, fire rings, üail extension and widening and tnil 

erosion should be implemented. 

Management of Trail Impacts and Hiking Experfences 

Natunl areas must be carefully rnanaged if ecological values are to be sustained and 

visitor expectations are to be satisfied (Higham, 1998). There appear to be different 

standards for conditions within each natural sening depending upon the type of experience 

visitors seek, accentuating the need for understanding the relationship between conditions and 

experience in order to select the best condition indicators and set related standards (Shafer 

and Hammit. 1995). In relation to this study, it is imperative to develop an understanding of 

how visitors perceive trail impacts and how these impacts influence their hiking experience. 

This information will provide managers with knowledge, upon which to guide decisions 

concerning the management of naturai area. In essence, managers can facilitate users in 

reaiizing their desired experiences by ensuring that the settings that contribute greatly to their 

experiences are made available (Manfred0 et ai., 1983; Brown and Haas, 1980 ). 

This project identified specific setting atmbutes and experience preferences of uses 

by assessing the effect of r e a t i o n d  use impacts on hiking experiences in natural areas. It 

was concluded that there was a cIear relationship between tnil impacts and indicators of the 

hiking experience. More specificaily, it was suggested that liner, m e  and plant damage, fire 

rings, trail erosion and tnil extension and widening had a negative effect on perceptions of 



artifactualism, remoteness, naturalness, and to a lesser degree, solitude, It was also 

concluded that al1 of these experience indicators, especially natudness contributed greatly to 

the ovenll satisfaction of hikers. Therefore, it would be of pri t  interest for managers to Iimit 

the occurrence of these a i l  impacts in hopes of protecting the integrity of hiking expenences 

in natunl areas. 

A basic problem in natural areas management is making decisions that will produce 

the best quality of user experience, while also protecting the ecologicd integrity of the 

resource base (Shin and Jarrkson, 1997). This research project has contributed to an 

understanding of how natural areas can be managed both to protect the quality of the hiking 

experience, and enhance the resource upon which the experience has k e n  based. It has 

specifically identified trail impact conditions that c m  be effectively managed to protect and 

enhance hiking expenences and resource conditions in natural areas. 

Hiking tniIs cm be designed and rnanaged to prevent against the occurrence of tnil 

impacts. By protecting against the occurrence of these tnil impacts, hiking experiences may 

be enhanced greatly. The I;ireratum Review section contained a comprehensive review of 

effons to controlling each of the six tnil impacts addressed in this study. However, Manning 

et al. ( 1996) provided a simple list of management practices which were nted as highly 

effective by most managers: maintain and rehabilitate trails, use impact monitoring system. 

use formal trail system or plan, and implement quotas on amount of use. Cole et al. (1987) 

stated that five effective strategies for minirnizing the deterioration of managed trails was to 

modify the location of use within problern areas, modify the timing of use, modify type of use 

and visitor behanor, increase resistance of the resource, and maintain or rehabilitate the 

resource. 

As far as the implementation of specific techniques, Jim (1989) w m s  agaïnst the 

presence of obuusive management techniques in natural settings. 



Visitor management serves two min objectives, namely reduction of impacts and 
enhancement of visitor experience. To be acceptable to users, management intervention 
should. as far as possible, be subtIe. unobtrusive. and - most important - allow some degree of 
latitude and choice. Regulations are the antithesis of recreation. which connotes the spirit of 
freedom and sponaneity in the voluniary pursuit of pieasurable and rewarding experience in a 
preferred setting. ... Limitations of excessive use m y  dso be difficult to enforce. Expianation, 
persuasion, information, and education are b superior tactics in view of their voluniary 
nature, long-term benefits and cost-effectiveness. (Jim 1989, p. 19). 

In effect, visitor information and educational pmgrams may effectively help in reducing the 

recreational impacts associated with trail use. In addition, research has suggested that 

environmental condition is litde telated to the total arnount of use, and that the most impacts 

such as litter, fire rings, and tree and plant damage are more related to behavior (Roggenbuck 

et al.. 1993). Therefore information provided to users should be clearly defined and focus on 

the most important component of management, to influence user behavior, such as minimum- 

impact ethics and techniques and the redistribution of use (Jirn, 1989). Finally as Cole (1993, 

p. 24) States, "Good management depends on adequate planning. knowlcdge. implementation 

and monitoring." 

It is important to undentruid the user of the recreationd environment to direct 

management decisions and safeguud the user experience. The results of this study clearly 

indicated that mil impacts negatively affect hiking experiences in natural areas. This project 

has successfully contributed to an understanding of how narural areas can be managed to help 

protect and enhance recreational experiences and resource conditions. 
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Appendix A 

Starkey Hill Trail Context Maps 



Map 1: Location of the Starkey Hill Trail 

Map 2: Starkey HiII Property & Land Use Plan (adapteci h m  GRCA, 2000) 



Appendix B 

User Counts 
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1 The effect of recre&onal use impacts on hiking expeGences in naturd areas 1 - .  1 The starkey Hill Interpetive ~dl,  2000 

Date: Saturday, May 6,2000 Observer: Natasha & Jen 

Weather: Partly Cloudy, 27 degrees Celsius 

Start Time: 1 1 :O0 am Finish Time: 3:00 pm 

Time Obsewed 
ENTERING LEA 

# of People [ Mode of # of People 

Hikin 
Hikin 

Hikin 
Hikin 
Hikin 
Hikin 



frai/ Use Record Sheet 

1 School of Landscape Architecture, University of Gueiph 
1 The effect of recreutional use impacts un hiking expenences in naturiz1 arem 1 - .  1 The S tvkey Hill Interpretive TAI. 2000 

Date: Saturday, May 13,2000 Observer: Natasha 

Weather: Overcast, 17 degrees Celsius, wind 40 km/h with gusts of 60 km/h 

Start Time: 1 1:ûû am Finish Time: 3:ûû pm 

ENTERWG LEAYLNG 
Time Observed # of People # of People 

. . . . . - .. - . . - - - - .- - - - 

240 [ 2 1 Hiking 1 2 1 Hiking 
I I I 1 



Trail Use Record Sheet 

1 School of Landxape Architecture, University of Guelph 
The effect of recre&nal use impacts on hiking expe&ces in natural areas 
The Starkey Hill Interpretive Trail, 2000 

Date: Saturday, May 27,2000 

Weather: Partly Cloudy, 22 degrees Celsius 

Start Time: 1 1:ûû am Finish Time: 3:ûû prn 

Observer: Karen & Jeph 

Time Observed 

I I I I I 



Trail Use Record Sheet 

1 School of Landscape Architecture, University of Guelph 
The effecr of recre&onal use impacts on hik& exp&nces in naturd areas 
The Starkey Hill Interpretive Trail, 2000 

Date: Sunday, May 14,2000 Observer: Natasha 

Weather: Sunny, 16 degrees Celsius 

Start Time: 11:OO am Finish Time: 3:00 pm 

ENTERING / Time Observeci 1 # of Peopie 1 Mode of 

- 

LEAVING 
# of People 1 Mode of 

11:OO am 
1 1:45 am 

2 
Transportation 
Hiking 

2 

Transporta tion 

Hiking 



Trail Use Record Sheet 

School of Landscape Architec hm, University of Guelph 
The effect of recreational use impacts on hiking experiences in natural areas 

[The Starkey Hill Interpretive Trail, 2000 

Date: Friday, May 26,2000 Observer: Natasha 

Weather: Partly Cloudy, 17 degrees Celsius 

S tart Time: 1 I :ûû am Finish Time: 3:00 pm 

Time Observed 

1 l:10 am 
1 1 :45 am 

ENTERING LEAVING 
# of People # of People 

2 
1 
2 

2 

Mode of 
Transportaîion 

Mode of 
Transportation 
HikingDon 
Hiking 
Mountain 
biking 
Mountain 
Biking 



Trail Use Record Sheet 

School of Landscape Architecture, University of Guelph 
The effect ofrecreational use impacts on hiking experiences in natural areas 

1 The Starkev Hill Intemretive Trail. 2000 1 

Date: Saturday, June 17,2000 

Weather: Partly Cloudy, 2 1 degrees Celsius 

Observer: Natasha 

Start Time: 1 I :O0 am Finish Time: 3:00 pm 

Time Observed 

1 1 :O0 am 

1 1 :30 am 

1 :20 12 1 Mountain 

12: 10 pm 

1:lO 

I I I  

ENTERING 

3 
1 
3 
2 

1 :40 
2 1 5  

# of People 

2 

2 

LEAVING 
Mode of 
Transportation 
Hiking 

Hiking 

# of People 

2 
4 

2 

Hiking 
Hiking 
Hiking 
Hiking/Dog 

Biking 

Mode of 
Transportation 

Hiking 
Hiking 

hlountain 

2 

3 

3 
2 

Biking 

Hi king 

Hiking: 

Hi king 
Hiking 



Trail Use Record Sheet 

1 School of Landscape Architecture, University of Guelph 1 
The effect of recre&onal use impacts on hiking exPeiences in natural areas 
The Starkey Hill Interpretive Trail, 2000 

Date: Monday, June 19,2000 Observer: Natasha 

Weather: Partly Cloudy, 24 degrees Celsius 

Start Tirne: 1 1 :O0 am Finish Time: 3:00 prn 

ENTERLNG LEAVING 
Time Observed # of People ] Mode of # of People 1 Mode of 

1 Transportaiion 1 1 Twnsportaîion 
1 120 am 2 Hiking 
1 1 :45 am 6 Hiking 
1250 prn 2 Hiking 
200 pm 2 Hiking 



1 School of Landscape Architecture, University of Guelph 1 
The effect of recreational use impacts on hiking exper&nces in natrrral areas 
The Starkey Hill Interpretive Trail, 2000 

Date: Friday, June 23,2000 Observer: Natasha 

Weather: Partly Cloudy, 25 degrees Celsius 

Start Time: 1 1:00 am Finish Tirne: 3:ûû pm 



Appendix C 

Non Response Records 



School of Landscape Architecture, University of Guelph 
Tlze effect of recreational use impacts on hiking expenences in naturai areas 

1 The Starkey Hill Intemetive Trail, 2000 1 

Interviewer 

Nalasha 

Natasha 

Date 

May 6 

N a r i h a  

May 3 

Time 

11:30 am 

June17 

11:30am 

2:00 prn 

2:00 prn 

2:15 prn 

1:05 prn 

# in 
Party 
4 

11:45am 

Mode of Transportation 

Hiking 

In a rush, dogs too hot 

In a rush 

l u  time users, in a rush 

In a rush, too hot (3 refuse) 

Spoke little EngIish, were 

2 

2 

2 

4 

2 

2 

Reason for Relusal 

In a rush, with dogs (2 refuse) 

Hiking 

Hiking 

Hiking 

Hiking 

Hiking 

Jogging 

Russian 

In a rush 



Appendix D 

Questionnaire with frequency of response documented for each question 



SECTION 1 

Please read the following questions caduiiy and answer them by checking the most 
appropriate raponse. 

1. What recreational activity(s) do you piuîicipate in while on the Starkey Hill interpretive 
Tnil? (Please check more than one box ifapplicable) 

OHiking (81) OBirdwatching (10) ONature Interpreîation (18) 
Other: walk dog (9), jogging (2), picnic (1) 

2. How frequently do you participate in recreational activities on the Stakey Hill interpretive 
Trail?(Please check one) 

OAt least daily (3) OAt least once in two weeks (5) UA few times per year (25) 
OAt least weekly (9) UAt least monthiy ( 17) OThis is my first tirne (22) 

3. How frequently do you participate in recreationai activities on other trails?(Please check one) 
OAt Ieast daily (1 1) nAt  least once in two weeks (17) U A  few times peryear (i4) 
OAt Ieast weekty (16) nAt  least monihly (13) OThis is my first cime (O) 

4. How long have you been participating in recreational activities on tnils (inclding The 
Srarkey Hill lnrerpretive Tmil and any others)? 

00-1 year(l1) 05-7 years ( 14) UMm than 10 years (38) 
02-4 y e m  ( 13) 08-10 years (6) 

S .  How many people are in your party todriy (please inctude yourself)? ~ o ~ l e  
They are: (Pieuse check all thut apply) 1 (4),2 (54). 3( 10) 

UFriends (40) 4 (6). 6 (6),7 (2) 
OFamily (40) 
Other. Hiking Group (3) 

6. in what t om or city is your place of residence Iocated ? It is 
located in an area that is: (Please check one) Guetph (57). London (2), Acton (I), 

Durban (49) Cambridge (1). Kitchner (3), Rockwood (6), 
OSuburban (20) Waterloo (4, Sudbury (l), Emosa (1). Conestogo (1) 
ORunl (11) Morriston (2). Arkell(1). Mansfield (1) Cornwall (l), d a  (4) 

7. Why do you participate in recreational activities on the triïils (Pleuse check all thar apply)? 
OEnjoy the natural environment (78) OEnhance skills and abilities (19) 
OEscape the pressures of everyday life (54) OPhysical exercise and fitness (75) 
Cl Adventure and challenge (30) OFreedom of choice and thought(2 1) 
t3Socialize with friends and farniIy (49) ElSolinide and mquility(49) 
Cl Personal refiection (44) ElMeet other mail users (13) 

9. Zn what year were you bom? expressed as age (years) 

10. What is your gender? DMale (36) memale (46) 



The questions on each of the foiiowing pages rder to the picture above them. On each page, 
pteasc look at the picture and read the questions carefully. Answer the questions as they d a t e  to 
your experiences ON THE STARKEY HILL INTERPRETIVE TRAIL. Circle the oumber 
associated with your response. 

trial 

I 1. When you see an extension or widening of the main traü, what effect does i t  have on your feeling o f  
solitude? 

My ferling of 1 (11) mJ) 3(35) 4(3) 5(0) 
soliruiir is: Decreased Decreased Not Increased Increased 

Grcatly Sornewhat Affected Sornewhat Greaily 

i 2. When you see an extension or widening of the main t d ,  what effect does i t  have on your feeling o f  
being in a remotc environment? 

My feeling of being UW W )  3(19) 4i2) 3 0 )  
in a remore Decreased Decreased Not Increued t n m e d  
en virunment is: Gnatly Somewhat Affecied Somewhat Greatly 

13. When you see an extension or widening of the main trail. what effect does i t  have on your feeling o f  
being in a natural environment? 

My feeling of being U W  2 i m  3 0 0 )  4 2 )  5(0) 
in n nalurai DeCrrascd ûecreased Not Increased Increaseû 
mvimnment is: Grcatly Sornewhat Affected Somewhat Greatly 

14. When you see an extension or widening ot the main trail, what effect does i t  have on your feeling 
tha~  you are in an envuonment that is absent of human impact? 

My feeling of being lm) 2 ( W  XI31 4(4) Si11 
in an en vironment Decnased Decfeased Not Increaseù f ncrwsed 
ubsmt of human Greatiy Somewhat Affected Somewhat GreatIy 
impact is: 

15. Do you lhink that your use o f  the traits has conmbuted to an increase in extension or  widening of the 
main trail? 

My rue /us: W) 2(2@ WJ) 45) 5(0) 
Not Contributeci Contnbuted Conmbuted Coneibuted 
Contnbuted Mimally Moderatel y Heavily Sevcref y 



16. When you see traü erosion, what effect does it have on your feeling of solitude? 

M y  feeling of l(4) 2(u) 362) 4(3) S(0) 
solirude is: Decreased Decmrsed Not lncreased Increased 

Greatly Somewhat Affected Somewhat Greatly 

17. When you see trail erosion, what effect does it have on your feeling of being in a remote 
environment? 

~LQfieling of being l(l1) 202) 3(32) 41) 5(0) 
in a remore Decreased Decreased Not lncreased Increased 
environment is: Greatly Sorncwhat Affected Somewhat GreatIy 

18. When you see trail erosion, what effect does it have on your feeling that you are in an 
environment that is absont of human impact? 

hly feeling of being l(18) W4 W O )  4(8) S(2) 
III an environment DecBased Decreased Not lncrcased Increased 
ci bsenr of l t m n  Gready Somewhai Affecred Sornewhat Greatly 
impact is: 

19. When you see trd erosion, what effect does it have on your feeling of being in a natuml 
environment? 

,Uy feeling of being l(12) 2(30) 3(29) 4(8) 5(3) 
in a natuml DtMeased Decreascd Not Increased Increased 
rnvironmenr LF.. Greail y Somewhat Affected Somewhat Greatly 

20. Do you think that your use of the trails has contributed to an increase in trail erosion? 
My iue h m  l ( l 9  2(30) 304) 4(4) Hl1 

Not Contributcd Conmibuted Contributcd Conmibuted 
Contributed Minimally Moderately Heavily Severely 



2 1. When you see muddiness. what effect does it have on your feeling of solitude? 

MV feeling of i(2) f(9) 3CW 4(9) 5(0) 
soliritde is: Decreased ûemsed Not I n c d  Inmeascd 

Greatly Sornewhat Affected Somewhat Greatly 

22. When you see muddiness what effect does it have on your feeling of being in a remote 
environment? 

My feeling of being l(2) 2(15) 3(49) 413) 34)  
in a remote Decreased Decre;ised Not lncreased Increased 
environnient is: Greatly Somewhat Affected Sorncwhat Greatly 

23. When you see muddiness, what effect does it have on your feeling of k i n g  in a natural 
environment? 

My feeling of being w) f (13) 3648) 4 14) s(4 
in a natuml Decrcased Decmed Not lncrerwd Increaseâ 
environment is: Greati y Somewhai Affected Somewhat Gredy 

24. When you see muddiness, what effect does it have on your feeling chat you are in an 
environment that is absent d human impact? 

My feeling of being %a) 3(39) 48) 32) 
in an environment Decreiwd üemased Nat l n c m e d  Inmaseci 
absent of human Greatiy Somewhat Affected Sornewhat Greatly 
impact is: 

25. Do you think chat yow use of the trials has contributed to an increase in muddiness? 

i& lue /m: W6) 2 ( W  3W-l 4(6) 30)  
Not Contribumi Conm%uted Contributed Conmbuted 
Contri buted Miniuraily MDdentely Haivily Severely 



26. When you see tree or plant damage, what effect does it have on your feeling of solitude? 

My feeling of 1(1@ 205) 323) 4(4) W) 
solirude is: Decreased Decreased Not lncreased lncreased 

Grcatly Somewhat Affected Sornewhat Greatly 

27. When you see tree or plant damage, what effect does it have on your feeling of k ing  in a 
remote environment? 

My feeling of being 1(20) 209) 3 ( W  46) 5(1) 
in a remote Decreased Decre;ised Not Increased Increased 
rnvironment is: Greatl y Somwhat Affecteci Somewhat Greatly 

28. When you see tree or plant damage, what effect does it have on your feeling of k i n g  in a 
natural environment? 

My feeling of being w) W) X12) W )  ml 
in u narural h a s e d  Decrrased Not lncreased Increaed 
environment ir: Greaily Somewhat Affected Somwhat Great1 y 

29. When you see tree or plant damage, what effect does it have on your feeling that you are in 
an environment that is absent ot human impact? 

My feeling of being U28) w )  3 ( W  d m  S(2) 
in an environment Decreased Decreased Not Increased I n c m e d  
ubsenr of human Great1 y Somewhat Affected Sornewhat Greaily 
impucr is: 

30. Do you think that your use of the mils has contributed to an inctease in tree or plant 
damage? 

My iisc Iras: 103) 2(29) 3(u) 4 3 )  S(1) 
Not Contributeci Coninbuted Conuibuted Contributed 
Contributed Minimally Modemely Hwvily Severely 



3 1. When you see fire rings, what effect does it have on your feeling of soütude? 

My feeling of l(l8) 2(33 W7) 4(3) 5(1) 
solitirde is: Decreased Decreasod Not Increased Incrcased 

Greatly Somewhat Affecteci Somewhat Greatly 

32. When you see fire rings, what effect does it have on your feeling of being in a remote 
environment? 

My feeling of being U21) 2 0 4 )  3 W )  4(4) 5(1) 
in a remoie Decreased lkcmsed Not Increrised Increaseû 
environment is: G ~ l l y  Somewhat Affectcd Somewhat Greatly 

33. When you see fire rings, what effect does it have on your feeling of king in a natural 
environment? 

My feeling of being Wl) f o  3(IT) 4(6) 5 0 )  
in a naruml Decrwsed rkcrmed NOL Incrensed - lncreased 
environmeni is: Greatly Somwhat Affected Somewhat GmtIy 

34. When you see fire rings, what effect does it have on your feeling that you are in an 
environment that is absent d human impact? 

My feeling of being 1(35) W21 311) 4(4) 
in an environment k c m s e d  Oecrcased Not Increased 
absent of liuman G ~ Y  Somewhat Affecteà Somewhat 
impact is: 

35. Do you think that your use of the mils has contributcd to an increase in tire rings? 

My use I m :  U62) 2 0 )  3(8) 4(2) s(0) 
Not Conmbuced Contriiuted Conwibuted Contributeci 
Contributed Minirnaily Moderately Heavily Severely 



36. When you see litter. what effect does it have on your feeling of solitude? 

r& feeling of l(66) 2(8) 3(5) 40) SU) 
soliru& Ir: Decreûsed Decreased Not Incruscd lncrwed 

Greatly Somewhat Affecied Sornewhat Great1 y 

37. When you see litter, what effect does it have on your feeling of being in a remote 
environment? 

My feeling of being W@) 2(7l 3(1) 41) 
in (1 remote Deaeaed Demaxd Not Increased 
environment is: Great1 y Somwhat Affected Somewhat 

5(2! 
Increased 
Greatly 

38. When you see litter, what effect does it have on your feeling of king in a natural 
environment? 

My feeling of being Vat) W )  J(2) 40) 5(1) 
in u natural Decrrased Decreared Not Incrcased lncreased 
rnvironmeni is: Greatly Sornewhat Affected Somewhat Greatly 

39. When you see litter, what effect does it have on your feeling that you are in an environment 
that is absent of human impact? 

My feeling of being U72) 3%) J W  40) 5(3) 
in NI environment ûemmed Decrwxd Not I n c m e d  Increased 
cibsrnt of human Greatty Somewhat Affected Somewhat Greatly 
impact is: 

40. Do you think that your use of the trials has contributed to an increase in litter? 

MY lm imsi ~ 7 2 )  30) 40) ~(2) 
Not Conwibuted Contribtcd Contributeci Conuibuted 
Conwibuted M i n i d y  Modtrately Hwvil y Severel y 



SECTION 3 

Please read the following questions carefully and answer them by circling the most 
appropriate response. 

4 1. When you hike in natural areas, does a feeüng of solitude contribute to your overall 
satisfaction? 

l(1) 20) 3(21) 408) 5(14 
No not at al1 Minidly Moderately Greatly Extremely 

42. When you hike in natural areas, does a leeüng of king in a remote environment contribute 
to your ovenll satisfaction? 

l(0) 2(8) 3(24) 436) 5( 13) 
No not ai al1 Minimally Modmtely Greatly Extremely 

43. When you hike in natural mas, does a feeling of being in a natural environment contribute 
to your overall satisfaction? 

uo) 2(1) 3 ~ 4 )  4071 s(2n 
No not at al1 Minirnally Modemtely Greatly Exrremely 

LW, When you hike in natunl areas, does a feeüng of king in an environment that is absent of 
human impact contribute to your overall satisfaction? 

UO) 2(6) 322) 4(40) SU31 
No not at al1 MinimaiIy Modemely Greatl y Extremely 

45. How would you rate your satisfaction with your tnil experience today? 

l(0) U1) X4) 418) 339) 
Extremely Somewhat N e u d  Somewhat Extremely 

Dissatisfied Dissatisfied Satisfied Satisfied 

46. How would you rate your overall satisfaction with your tnil experiences on the Starkey Hill 
Interpretive Trail? 

1(0) 2 ~ )  32) 4(20) sca) 
Exmrnely Somewhat Neutra1 Somewhat Exmmely 

Dissatisfied Dissatisfied Satisfied Satisfied 

Thank you for y w r  time. Happy Trails! 



Appendix E 

Descriptive Statisfics and Histognims for User Characteristics and Patterns 
of Trail Use 



Frequency of Response for 
Recreational Activity Participation on 

Starkey Hill Trail 

Activity 

Frequency of Response for Frequency 
of Recreational Paflicipation on Starkey 

Hill Trail 
0) 

E 35 
X 3 0  
ui 25 

20 - l5 
C 10 
a 5  g O 
P At Ieast A l  least At least At least A fmw Thls is my 

daily waekly once [n monaiy Umaçper fintiime 
twweeks Par 



Frequency of Responm for Fmqwncy of 
Participation in Recreationiil Activities on Tmilr 

I 

al 
35 

E 30 1 g 2 5  
a 
al 20 

1 5 1 5  
Q 10 

! At l e m  Atleast At leest At least A few This is 
I daily weekly once ln monthy times per my lnt 

two year time 
weeks 

I 

i Frequency of Participation 

Frequency of Response tor Length of 
l Participation in Recreational Activities 

on Trails 

Length of participation (yaars) 



Frequency of Response for Number of People 
in Party 

one two three four five six seven 
Num ber of people 

t of People 



Frequency of Response for Relationship 
with people in party 

6.- 
3 40 
K 30 = 20 
0 10 g O 

' n Friends Family Hiking Not 
! Group Available 

Relationship 

Frequency of Response for Location of 
Residence 

Location (Town, City) 



Frequency of Response for Area of 
Residence 

Urban Suburban Rurat Nat 
Available 

Area 

Frequency of Rmponse for Motivation to participate in 
recreational activities on trails 

Motivaüon 



Highest Level of Completed Formal Education 

50 
8 45 
c 40 
8 35 

30 
cc 25 
E 20 
$ 1s 
$ 10 
a 5 

n 

2 

Education Level 

Skewness 1 1.105607 
Ranae I 65 

Count 



Frequency of Response for Gender of 
Respondents 

Male Female 

Gender 



Appendix F 

Frequency Tables and Hlstogmms lor Examining the Relationship Between 
Trail Impact and the Hiking Ekperience lndicators 



Frequency of rosponse (%) for the a i k t  of tmil ixbmbn and wldsning on th. hildng 



Frequency of mponse (016) for thr ellioct of tral erodon on the hlldna r 

How usem perceive the etfect of trail erosion on 



Frequéncy of response (%) for the afhct of muddinw on th. hildng rxpa 
indictors 

Perceived impact 



Frequency of tesponse (%) for th@ oltrct of t r ~ .  and pbnt damage on the 

Perceived impact 



Frequency of Response (%) for the eihct of firo rings on the hiking oxpedence 

Peiceived impact 



Frequency of reaponso (%) for th. o f f d  of Iittw on th. hlîdng rxperhnco indiators 
Effect on expience 1 Sditude IRernoteness [Naturalness IArüfactualism 
Décreased Greath I 80.51 85.41 81 -71 

Perceived impact 

Not Affected 
lncreased Somewhat 
Increased Greatly 
Nat Available 

6.1 
0.0 
1.2 
2.4 

1.2 
1.2 
2.4 
1.2 

2.41 1.2 
0.01 0.0 
t .21 3.7 
1-21 12 




